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FOREWORD

This report can be seen as the sum of three different approach-
es to the problem of work experience in higher education. The
first approach is more macro-sociologically oriented in its
efforts to describe the social and economic background of intro-
ducing work experience in higher education policy end into the
system itself. The second approach is..more descriptive and
tries to outline the general characteristics of the Swedish ad-
mission system and the results, as far as we know them today,
on recruitment and admission. The third approach, finally, dis-
cusses on more or less purely theoretical grounds the educa-
tional consequences of work experience. It has not been our am-
bition to integrate the three approaches, rather they represent
three different ways of looking at the problem under discussion.

An analysis of work experience in higher education brings to
the surface both problems at the policy level and question of
methods, quality and criteria at the educational level. As a

consequence the study touches upon rather delicate policy ques-
tions. Views 'resented in this discussion are our own and not
necessarily those of the National Board of Universities and
Colleges in Sweden, which is the administrative platform for.
the daily duties of two of us.

Finally, it should be mentioned that Jan Lagren, in charge of
the follow-up cf the view programs of advanced vocational tech-
nology in Sweden IYTH) has contributed to part 4.4.

*)

Stockholm in April 19E0

Kenneth Abrahamsson Lillemor Kim Kell Rubenson

*) A'former version of this renort WAS presented fc,r UNESCO in

June 1979. The differences between the two versions are found
in chapter 5.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Problems of access to higher education cannot be dissociated
from the evolution of the education system asja whole. On the
contrary, it is often the case that the development of higher
education is described in terms of 'access'. One example of
this is Martin Trow's now so well-known classification 'elite,
mass and universal access higher education' (Trow, 1974).

Changes in conditions of access play a key role in this respect
and the assessment of work-experience as a ground for access
is a new and important feature of this development.

In most industrialized countries the composition of student
groups has become increasingly heterogeneous during the seven-
ties with respect t) age and educational background. This is

particularly true of the US and Sweden. But other European
countries have also increased their efforts to give adults 1)

the opportunity of a higher education. At the same time as high-
er education is being opened up to these new groups there is a
tendency to restrict access to university education, mainly for
budgetary reasons, for secondary school certificate holders.
Sweden is of interest in this connection, as it is one of the few

countries where attempts are being made to evolve a coherent
approach within the framework of a fundamental reform of its
education to opening post-secondary education to adults (Hecquet
et al., 1976). A corner-stone here has been to accord increased
value to work experience as a ground for admission to higher
education.

The ambition of diversifying the paths to higher education has
long been discussed in international contexts, primarily as

means of achieving increased equality. The recommendations from

UNESCO's Second Conference of Ministers of Education 1973 can

1) We use the notion of "adult students' to describe nontradi-
tional or new groups of students having work experience of
some kind when they enter or reenter higher education. It
must be emphasized, however, that adult students in this
sense are not necessarily "underpr'vileged ".
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be mentioned as an example of this. They included the following
words,

"Existing barriers (to higher education) have to be re-
moved and, in principle, every type of secondary school
training or corresponding experience acquired in working
life should qualify for higher education. With these
perspectives it is self-evident that the concept of high-
er education must be regarded as much wider than the
traditional one." ...

"The rules of qualification and selection for higher
education must be chosen so as to give adult students
real possibilities to gain admission to different higher
education programmes, on the same basis as pupils coming
directly from the secondary school. Working-life expe-
rience and other activities promoting the individual's
abilities and broadening his frame of reference should
therefore be taken into consideration in the rules for
admission to higher studies." (UNESCO, 1974)

With a view, to following up and bringing up-to-date the studies

concerning access carried out in the sixties (Bowles, 1963;

UNESCO, 1967) UNESCO is planning a new study of Access to high-

er education in Europe. The study has been preceded by a number

of consultations under the auspices of UNESCO, the first in

Bucharest itlOctober 1977. In the summary of discussions from

these deliberations, which were based on reports of facts from

a number of member countries in Europe, it was pointed out

that admission procedures have been changed in a growing number

of countries in order to facilitate access to higher education

for students who have not completed secondary education. Among

the criteria introduced with the aim of offering new student

groups a chance to compete with traditional applicants in the

admission process special mention is given to the recognition

of occupational experience' (UNESCO, 1978 a). At the second

consultation on the same matter, in Paris in April 1978, agree-

ment was reached on the following recommendation:

"The recognition of woreexperience in admission policies
is an increasingly important factor, which has influenced
various aspects of higher education. It has presented
both problems and benefits to higher education institu-
tions and produced some anticipated results in some states.
This area is worthy of further study." (UNESCO, 1978 b)

8



3.

The present paper cannot deal with the issue of work experience
as a substitute for formal academic entrance requirements in the
whole of its extent. At the same time it is important not to re-
duce the problem to a technical issue only concerning the admis-
sion procedure itself and the recruitment of students. This in-
troduction underlines the close link with certain basic ques-
tions concerning the goals and content of higher education. How
questions of access to higher education and the recognition of
work experience in particular are dealt with is related to the
structure of the education system and labour market in a coun-
try, to its general political

orientation and to attitudes to
schooling on the whole. Apart from the impossibility of covering
all the existing variants, this paper is limited by insufficient
knowledge of the actual admission regulations in different coun-
tries.

Quite naturally n we have ch^sen to base our discussion pri-
marily on Swedish conditions

and experiences. As has already
been mentioned Sweden is one of the few countries to have intro-
duced the valuation of work

experience for admission to higher
education in general rules. Swedish experiences can therefore be
assumed to be of interest in an international perspective. In
addition we shall make some comparisons with conditions in other
countries, but without claiming to be comprehensive. Although
our discussion is founded entirely on conditions in the indus-
trialized countries, we hope that this paper may also be of
some interest to educational planning

in developing countries.

The theme of the essay is work experience as a substitute for
formal academic entrance requirements. This means that we deal
with the question of how work experience functions in relation
to higher education which builds on particular background know-
ledge, completed secondary education as a rule. Consequently
we ought to ignore completely

open access higher education which
means that entrance requirements

are abolished forlally. As
dill become evident further on we consider that open access
higher education is also based on the assumption of a relatively
comprehensive priar education. However, we draw a distinction
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between open access institutions which address themselves pri-

marily to young people under 20 years of age (for,instance,

the open colleges in the US) and those aiming at older age

groups. Only in the latter cash do we consider that work ex-

Pkienct is intended to act as a substitute for formal school

q_ lifications. In addition we take the view that it is not pos-

sible to discuss work experience as a substitute, i.e. as an

alternative route to higher education without, at the same time,

dealing with work experience as a general (additional) qualifi-

cation fox admission to higher education.
T

The aim of this paper is to cla_ify the concept of work expe-

rience in relation to higher education and to discuss the con-

ditions for and consequences of the introduction of work expe-_

rience as a criterion for admission to higher education. We .-e-

gard our contribution as a f st attempt to elevate the discus-

sion of this subject to a mo1e general level.

The paper consists of four parts with a short summing-up at the
3

end. First we define, in Part two, the content of the concept

of work experience and sum up the motives adduced for recogniz-

ing work experience for admission to higher education. This

part leads on to quescionr concern' g the significance of work

experience for enrolment patterns and for the form and content

of higher education. A review of the existing ways of recognizing

work experience leads to three different models. All exist in

some form in Sweden today. We make use of this fact in Part four

to shed light on the effects, on enrolment primarily, of work

experience as an entrance criterion. Subsequently we analyze,

principally on the theoretical level, the pedagogical conse-

quences of such reforms. In the summing-up we want, above all,

to point to issues of importance for future educational planning

and research.

10
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2. WORK EXPERIENCE AND POLICIES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

the purpose with this chapter is to give a general overview of

the motives for introducing work experience as an admission

gro and additional qualification in higher education. On the0bas of this descrqation we shall look more closely at the

concept of work experience and its function in higher educa-

tion. We use the reform of higher education in Sweden as a
0

starting point tor a more fundamental discussion.

2.1 Motives for taking work experience into consideration

One problem in an analysis of objectives of educational reforms
is that they may very well change from the time the reform is

suggested to the time it is implemented. An exantnation of the

higher education debate !ri Sweden between the early 1960's and 1979
indicates a shift in policy. In broad telms the development in

Sweden has gone from an emphasis on economic goals and produc-

tivity to a greater accentuation of equality and social justice.

These changes are related to sew conditions for higher education
as a whole and a better supply of well-educated manpower. The

shift or redifinition of objectives certainly raises difficul-

ties in reforeevaluation in general and in a study of the

widened'rules of admission in Sweden (the 25:5 scheme) in par-

ticular. what weight should tie accorded the original aims as

expressed in earlier documents and what role should goals in

the current'debate occupy?

Another side of the problem is that the view that work experience
should be accorded importance in admission to higher education

can be found for different reasons in countries with different

or opposite demographic circumstances. As was mentioned in an

OECD analysis:

it is significant that the idea of recurrent education
was launched in Norway and Sweden at a time (the late
sixties) when, because of the extraordinary expansion of
post-compulsory education, restrictive entry into certain
university branches was considered inevitable. Limita-
tion of intake capacity and selection among qualified

11
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school leavers could be made a more acceptable and legi-
timate proposal if candidates were assured that after a
period of work, cr having reached a certain age, they
would have the right to enrol in postsecondary education.
OECD (1977) p. 50.

4

In many other countries quite different demographic circumstan-
ces are behind the fact that, today, interest is increasingly

being focused on the adult population. The low birth rate in

the fifties and sixties will lead to a decline in the demand
for higher education from the traditional groups who usually

apply. In order to cover this loss (with the aim of retaining

their present dimensions) the universities and colleges are

trying to recruitbnew dingories of students, mainly adults

already in working life %see e.g. The Times: Higher educational

Supplement 15/4 1977, Higher Education into the 1990's, in United
Kingdom, a discussion document).

,Thus, tne demographic and economic conditions in the beginning

of the sixties probably influenced the introduction of work

experience As a critical factor of admission to higher educa-

tion in different countries e.g. Sweden.

At the beginning of the, sixties the significance of education

for economic development was generally being given rongiderable

attention. Denison's analysis of the ettvelopment in the USA
had shown that investment in education and research would be

three times as profitable as investment in real capital (Denison,

1962). These research results seemed to fit well with the edu-

cational optimism at the beginning of sixties.

Another general thesis at this time was that the radical techno-

logical change taking place raised considerable demands for

educational investments to meet the need for well educated man-

power. In Sweden for'example there was only a limited supply

of manpower with a higher education at the beginning of the

sixties. As a result of a very selective and hierarchically con-

structed education system (see figure 2:1) the proportion pf

graduates among the economically active in Sweden was only 2 per-

12
k'
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o °

cent in 1960, a relatively low figure compared with other indus-
trialised countries (Sohlman, 1976, p 117),

25

20

17

14

sqm

Universities and technical colleges

Upeer secondary school

Lower secondary school

Elementary school

(compulsary school)

Percent or age class

IIaOp.
10

Figure 2:1. Outline cf the old school system and the routes
to higher education. (The space is roughly
proporti ?nal to the number of pupils c. 1950.)

At that time Sw4den had an occupational structure and a ratio
productitm/worker,more remigiscent of the USA's than of Portugal's
while the supply of manpower with a higher 4ucation was c_Jser
to Portugal's than the USA's. Even if it is possible to demon-
strate a certain complementarily

between occupations usually
requiring higher education and real Capital the educational
structure within the labour force probably gave rise to some
,concern in view of the two theses referred to:

1: education in a central production factor and
2: continued rapid structural change with COnsiderable

demands for tha imrovement of the qualifications
of the labour force 'could be expected. -
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The idea of giving adults without upper secondary school edu-

Cation the opportunity of gaining a higher education was given

more nourishment by the studies of the 'reserve of talent' car-

ried out in Sweden in the fifties. The primary aim of these

studies was to provide a foundation for changing and broadening

the narrow intake to upper secondary school education (cf

figure 2:1). however, the studies were also of decisive impor-

tance for the reforms carried out in the sixties with the aim

cf giving adults it ceasing opportunities of studying at the

upper secondary and post- secondary levels. To sum ur,, the con-

ditions which existed for p widened access system in e.g. Sweden

can be illustrated by the figure below.

Thesis 3

There is a
large reserve
of talent in
the adult
population

Thesis 1

High correlation
between productivity
and investment in
education.

Policy-makers' basic I Formulation
conceptual frame

Thesis 2

Structural change with
considerable demands
for the improvement of
the qualifications of
the labour force can
be expected

of policy on
access rules

Political will

Figure 2:2. Social and economic con,,,itions for policy
development on access.

The purpose of this model is to underline the fact that reforms

are not just results of educational ideas, 'out also responses

to certain conditions in society and working life. The intro-
-

.14
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duction of work experience in the admission system is not only,
a way of increasing recruitment, but also a method of up-grad-
ing the labour force. Of crucial interest is the concept of the
reserve of talent. A number of citizens had enough skill and
competence for studies in higher education, but they lacked the
formal requirements for higher studies. By giving more value to
their professional background and work experience,: the up-grad-
ing equation seemed to come closer to a solution: From a policy
point of view this seems rational, especially as this up-grad-
ing could be done at a lower cost for society, than would be
necessary if the adults in the labour force had to be given the
same education as young students.

Predictions of ocuupational aptitude

The fundamental issue is how admission and selection rules are
related to academic studies and future employment. In figure
2:3 we present two different predictive models.

Previous work ex-
perience, studies,
interest

Prognosis of study aptitude and
occupational competence

Studies

Previous education
cognitive skills

Prognoiis of
study skill

I

Occupatio..al
life

Figure 2:3. Prognosis of study skill and occupational
aptitude.

Traditionally admission rules and selection are based on a
prognosis of study aptitude, and not on occupational aptitude.

The most likely explanation of this is the technical difficul-
ties of making a selection of the latter kind. An example of

15
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this is the extensive research carried out concerning qualifica-

tions in medical and teaching professions. Despite considerable

efforts, it has not been possible to reach any results that

could be used for a selection based on an assessment of profes-

sional aptitude (Gage, 1972, Ljung i Naeslund, 1973, Keochakian,

1978).

The critical question is whether society - on account of the

way selection traditionally takes place - gets professional

groups e.g. doctors, teachers whose composition is less suitable

than if selection had been based more on an assessment of fac-

tors which could be of importance in the occupation (Bergendal,

1978, p. 26).

In Sweden one of the motives for according work experience im-

ortance in admission is that a premium is placed or being able

to recruit people with varied kinds of experience to a study

programme. In this way it would be possible to ensure that those

active in various spheres of society had varied backgrounds of

experience.

Apart from the purely technical obstacles to predict occupation-

al aptitude, there are also other, more basic objections against

using this criterion for selection. In Sweden as in several

other countries the fundamental philosophy has been that higher

education, with the exception of the professional st: ly program-

mes, should-be more broadly related to working life and not

directly linked to a certain profession. Accordingly occupational

aptitude could only be expressed in very general terms. As a

consequence it would not be possible, nor desirable to base

admission on occupational aptitude. Instead the aim would be

to avoid obstacles of formal requirements as a barrier for those

with an interest and with actual prospects of menaqing the

course.

The issue assessment of educational and professional competence

has lately attracted great attention in the USA. There have been

two points of departure for this new forms on assessment. The

16
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first originates in the increasingly conspicuous underemploy-
ment. The large supply of well-educated manpower has resulted
in the educational requirements for many occupations increasing

without any change taking place in the work. In many cases the
situation has been aggrc%Ited even more by increased mechaniza-

tion and automation which have led to an appreciable dequalifi-
cation (Berg, 1970, O'Toole, 1977, Levin, 1978, Rubenson, 1979).
As a result there have been demands that employers should not
be allowed to raquire a higher level of education when filling
a post than is in fact needed for job competencc.

The second reason for the attention to competence assessment is
the fact that the traditional selection instruments have turned
out to have a poor ability to anticipate success in working
life (McClelland, 1973). Furthermore Klemp (1977) found that
existing requirements of knowledge for acquiring academic cre-
dentials are not necessarily required for competence in many
occupations. Klemp's review of analyses of competent performance
shows that not only cognitive factors, but also inter-personal
and motivational factors are critical to effective performance
in postacademic jobs.

The conspicuous underemployment as well as the demand for a bet-
ter forecast of success in working lite has led to in-
creased efforts to try to measure not only cognitive and so
called non-intellectual factors, but also to increasing interest
in the concept r. 'experiential learning'. In contrast to Sweden,
endeavours to find other selection instruments than grades and
intellectual aspects have not been motivated by the desire to
strive for as large a spread as possible within occupational

_groups or to find methods which hinder the social influence
from making itself felt. Experiments in the USA with other in-
struments e.g. interviews. biographical data, personality assess-
ments etc aim instead at a more effective selection process, i e
obtaining a higher correlation between the predictors - the
selection criteria used - and study results. Further attempts

in this direCtion are now questioned as incompatible with social
aims. (cf. Keochakian, 1978).

17
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Rdyssion rules are One of the instruments which can be used

to attain a Lore equal recruitment to higher education. The

admission rules have a double role: one goal is to counter as

fax as possible the occurrence of social differences and of in-

equalities between the sexes; on the other hand, a second goal

is to neutralize previous shortcomings of this kind caused by

a hierarchical and selectl.ve system (cf. figure 2.1). Thus one

of the aims of the new Swedish admission rules is to compensate

the adult population for an earlier, less extensive school sys-

tem. In 1970, for instance, the or1y formal basic education

possessed by a good 70 percent of the Swedish population was at

most 7 or 8 years of elementary schooling. It is in this group

that the so-called "reserve of talent" is to be found i.e. people

with the requisite qualifications for higher education but with-

out formal eligibility.

The admission rules are also seen as a means of countering un-

balanced recruitment in the future. Research has demonstrated

beyond any doubt that social background has a strong influence

on grades and also makes itself felt in every choice in the

education system (Bowles, 1963, Buser:, 1969, Boudon, 1974). The

strong correlation that exists between social background and

school grades indicates that a selection system based entirely

on grades will disfavour those from lower social groups. Thus by

making admission to higher education more independent of formal

schooling, previous educational choices will hopefully not con-

tinue to be as decisive for an individual's future opportuni-

ties as they have been up to now.

The purpose of according work experience weight in selection is

to find routes which make it possible to neutraiize_the effect

of social background i.e. work experience should be less loaded

in this respect than grades. However, the critical question is

which groups are going'to make use of these opportunities and

embark on study programmeswith restricted admission.

18
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In a longer time perspective, not least in the light of recur-
rent education, it is important to study what effects the recog-
nition of work experience has for the educational choices of
the younger students. What kind of studerts will go out into
working life to get the extra points needed to get into a highly
selective programme, what kind of students are going to begin
other programmes and finally what kind of students are intended
to go directly to working liie and never returning to education?
For the individual upper secondary school pupil the Swedish
rules mean, in _fact, that his/her planning period now includes
not only the study programme but also the period he/she must
work to earn the points needed to (lain admission.

A plausible assumption is that the recurrent education model
will disfavour students Ire lower social groups, quite contrary
to the intention of the re. rm. We know, for instance, that in-
dividuals with c legs privileged background are less prepareu
to embark on a long education (cf. Gesser, 1971). Consequently
an important part of the Swedish follow-up of the reform of
higher education should be to conduct a closer study of how the
admission rules and ideas about recurrent education are per-
ceived by upper secondary school pupils and what consequences
they have for their choices.

Economic motives

The altered admission rules and the exploitation of the "reserve
of talent" were to supply the labow. market with the highly
qualified manpower that the rapid f.tructural change was thought
to demand. The economic motives have increasingly given way to
the aspect of equality in the public debate. This seems to ap-
ply not only to Sweden but also to other countries as for example
the UK where discussions of recruitment to the polytechnics
and the Open University today deal principally with this aspect.

On the basis of a strictly economic goal it is most impOrtant

that both recruitment of students and courses of study are re-
lated to the sectors where development is most rapid. If this

13
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is the principal motive attention is, of course, drawn to en-

tirely different aspects than if the basic aim is equality.

In our view not enough attention has been paid to this in the

evaluation of the attempts made to recruit adults to higher

education. Also the fact that the various goals drawn up for

a reform can come into conflict with one another often seems

to be disregarded. An important point of departure for the as-

sessment of the experience of widened access gained up to now
is to decide how much weight redistributive policy (equality

and democracy) carries in relation to the economic goal and the
goal of satisfying individual wishes. Naturally there are con-

siderable difference's between various countries in this respect
rnd it is important to take account of these in international
comparisons.

Pedagogic points of departure

The recent trend towards a long, continuous period of education
in youth is assumed-to be a reason for the motivational problems
which can be observed in different parts of the education sys-

tem. The time when the student can put his knowledge and skills
into practice is so far in the future that they are not expe-

rienced as meaningful by some students. Studies in recurrent

periods constitute one way to cope with these problems. Hope-

fully in this way a closer link between theory and practice

will be attained and the need for shorter-term goals for studies
will be met. However the idea of solving educational problems

by means of an increased component of work experience seams to

build more on pious hopes than on a penetrating analysis of

the cause of the present-day problems. Evaluations of attempts

in the USA with Career Education, for instance, point to dis-

couraging results (see among others Levin, 1978). We do not want
to deny the importance of trying to find a_closer link between

theory and practice. We ate however sceptical to the simplified

discussion that is so often carried out.

20
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Advocates of recurrent education consider that an increase in
the proportion of students with work experience would make high-
er education more efficient. The stronger study motivation and
clearer goal-orientation would give a more rapid flow of students
through higher education. The individual who has been out in
working life is thus expected to be more able to define the edu-
cational needs he or she experiences. Other factors arguing for
work experience are that students with such a background can
contribute more actively with views about educational content,
design and methods.

Another argument in favour of a system which alternates educa-
tion and employment is that the experience and values which are
brought to the classroom by people with experience of working
life could be an important means of reducing the gap between
different groups in society.

0

However, it,should be noted that recurrent education with its
attendant requirements of work experience makes great demands -

on the adaptability of e.g. the organization, content and methods
of higher education. The spread of interests, experience and
goals within the student group can be expected to increase with

consequent difficulties for the faculty. Up to now only very
limited attempts have been made to analyze more closely problems
concerning pedagogics and educational methods which can accom-
pany increased requirements of work experience. In the present
paper we have therefore devoted the final chapter to the effects
of work experience on the educational process',

2.2 The concept of work experience in higher education

The concept of work experience

The term work experience indicates experience acquired mainly
in working life and not life experience in general. It is import-
ant to stress this distinction as different practices Aave de-
veloped indifferent countries. The opportunities created for
adultss..in the USA (e.g. CLEP and,the granting of academic credit,'
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for experiential learning) are based on the sum of experience
the adult has acquired outside the educational framework regard-
less of how. Of interest is not only the life experience as such
but the skills and knowledge the individual has stored cb.ring
his life, In the Swedish admission systm, on the other hand,
work experience is primarily to constitute a substitute for
upper secondary school education. However, the practice developed
means that the decisive factor is really age and not work ex-
perience. It might be reasonable to talk about life experience
also in the Swedish system.

In spite of the different conceptualizations in different coun-
tries, we propose the following model:

Pro
fes-

sional
experienc

of relevanc

Work experience
in genera/

Life experience

Figure 2:4. A model of work and life experience.
(From Edholm, 1978.)
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Both from an assessment and an educational point of view it is
criticalutetherwe look for relevant experience or experience
in general. On theoretical grounds it might be possible to make
a strict distinction between life and work experience. In practice,
however, there is a relative zone of transition.

What ...re the jobs and experiences which could constitute a sub-
stitute with upper secondary schooling? We shall consider two
aspects of work experience: content and extent.

A fundamental question is the content of the work experience.
It must be specified in the light both of the objectives of
the measure - substitute, additional credit in selection or
formal entrance requirement - and of the choice of studies.

An initial distinction is between gainful employment and other
activities as housework. The Swedish rules place work in one's
own home (either care of children under ten years of age or of
other )eople, on account of sickness, age or handicap) on an
equal footing with employment. One reason for not given house-
work special treatment is that an obligatory requirement of
work experience outwith the home would hit women particularly
hard. Consequently there are powerful reasons for constructing
the rules in such a way that housework can make up at least
part of the work experience giving eligibility. It gOes almost
without saying that some acquire this knowledge and experience
in their employment while others do not. The problem is defining
more exactly which occupations can be assumed to give adequate
qualifications for academic studies. For practical reasons there
appears to be only two possibilities. Either eligibility is
limited to scAe carefully defined occupation. or all occupations
4are recognized. Any other kind of rule unavoidably leads to
difficult demarcation problems:

For reasons of fairness the rules on the content of work expe-
rience must take account of the wide variety of possibilities
the individual has of accluiring certain specified occupational

experience. If these aspects are emphasized the result is - as

23
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in Sweden, for instance - that little or no attention is paid
to qualitative aspects i.e. the conte.t of work experience.
What is demanded is instead general work experience.

It is not unusual that an entry condition for a course of study
is a period of employment in some special area related to an
envisaged future occupation, so-called obligatory prepractice.
The purpose of this kind of practice is that the student would

qget experience of the kind of work the course of study is in-
tended to lead to. Here we could talk about requirements of
relevant work experience. The whole system with *sandwich courses
is based on relevant work experience.

In recent years obligatory pre-practice has Partly been abolish-
ed in Sweden. The educational motive is that this kind of expe-
rience could equally well be gained after admission and be in-
cluded as an integral part of the studies.

At the same time as requirements of relevant work experience
have been reduced voices have been raised for obligatory work
experience of a general character - and from entirely different

points of.departure. A certain period of employment is said
to give a better foundation for studies and occupational choice.
Another reason is that many go direct into working life, often
to begin a career leading to a supervisory position, without
any other experience than 15 to 18 years at a school desk.

Employees in client-related occupations as teachers and social
workers must be able to understand people who live in dif-

ferent environments and under other social conditions than
they do themselves. This brings up requirements of obligatory
work experience which, unlike the traditional practice, ought
not to be directly related to the future occupation. Instead,
it
0
should involve contacts with human beings living under other

social conditions and with other working conditions. For teach-
ers, the task of preparing pupils for their future occupations
also raises the question of a good knowledge of society and

working life. For reasons of this kind the introduction of 15
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P
months obligatory work experience outwith the teaching profes-
sion as an entry condition to teacher training is being con-
sidered in Sweden.

One of the criticisms of requirements of obligatory work expe-
rience is that prospective university and college students get
temporary jobs at the expense of the young people with a short
education who already find it difficult to get a foothold on
the labour market. Consequently, the policy formulation related
to recurrent education will be much more difficult and delicate.
Will young students with sufficient study sk.11 and study in-
terest compete for short-rime job experience with students with
inadequate educational experiences?

Another aspect closely related to content is the extent of the
work experience. In Sweden, the only country where work expe-
rience generally constit4tes a substitute for upper secondary
school education as a general entrance requirement, the rule
is 25 years of age and 4 years work experience. The main reason
for stating not only the necessary period in working life but
also a minimum age is the wish to avoid creating shortcuts to
higher education which could be exploited by young people with-
out upper secondary school education. The view is further that,
if th, period of work is less than 4 years, there is a risk
that people will fill out their time with poorly qualified
part-time service jobs while waiting for the work experience
requirement (age) to be fulfilled.

For work experience as a formal requirement and qualification
in selection both a certain minimum period and a certain maxi-
mum period which may be credited must be fixed. If the aim of
the work experience is to give the student solid experience
of working life a relatively long continuous period of work
is required. School pupils working during their vacations sel-
dom come into contact with trade union activities and only have
time to build superficial contacts with the work environment
and their colleagues.
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In a study of how active teachers assessed the value of their
work experience for school work a correlation emerged between
the length of the period of employment and its value (Edholm,
1978). As can be seen'from figure 2:4 .ti.4...ef'satisfaC-
tion-concerning value varies between dift4rent occupations.

% giving the occupation
Areahigh value
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Technical
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Figure 2:5. Correlation, between the length of the period
of work experience before studies and the
value for professional work.
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Another factor which must be taken into consideration is what

negative effects. a long minim= time gives rise to. There is a

risk that severe requirements can lead to socially unbalanced

recruitment as people from less study motivated environments

are not as inclines to return to formal education after a long

period of employment as people from more motivated ones. On the

basis of general considerations of the type dealt with here

Sweden has chosen to stop at 15 months as the minimum period

and 5 years as the upper limit.

Now we choose to design the qualitative and alio the quantita-

tive requirements of work experience will determine the breadth
of the base for recruitment. Thus every qualitative requirement

means a narrowing of the group which can be recruited.

2.3 The function of work experience in higher education

No uniform view of the function of work experience in higher

education has developed; rather, several different models have

appeared.

We distinguish between three different functions of work expe-

rience as a ground for admission:

1. work experience as a substitute for upper secondary school
education (alternative route) for adults

2. additional arida in selection for all students

3. formal requirement for admission to some study prograhmes.

Traditional eligibility for higher education, completed upper

secondary school education, has meant that students have had

coemon frame of reference consisting of school knowledge in

different subji t e.g. languages, literature, social issues

etc. To a great stxtent this orientation of knowledge has come

to determine the general view of education and educational con-

tent. Widened eltglhility means a departure from this view.

General education Is no lorger converted with school education

but is regarded as else being a function, of experience from

21
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mOrking life. Age and experience as grounds for eligibility

bring up the question of how the requirement of general know-
ledge is to be met.

One may of guaranteeing that adults have this general knowledge
without obliging them to acquire a traditional upper secondary
school education is to provide an alternative route into higher
educatio for adult students like the Open College Federation 11
in the UN. The students attend classes for about three hours
per week for two years. The course is designed to acquaint then
with a number of subjects (languages, arts and social sciences,
and physical sciences, European studies:. The scheme offers
.4 structural alternative to the normal entry route of 'A' lev-
els, specially designed for adults (Jones, 19771.

The Swedish policy has been that adults should not need to de-
monstrate their general knowledge in terms of school courses.
Instead, the view has'been that age and experience - regardless
of kind and the way it has been gained - give a general know-

ledge which ,Jught to be regarded as equivalent to and inter-
changeable with the one schools give upper secondary pupils.

The requirement of study aptitude consists of:

1. intellectual' qualifications as manifested in previous
studies or otherwise!,

2. study training, meaning, among other things, the abi-
lity to solve problems and general communication skills,
acquired through studies or other activities,

3. theoretical background knowledge of specific subjects,
related to the special entrance requirements for the
study programme in question.

The requirement of study aptitude means that all admitted stud-
ents should have the prospect of completing their programmes

11 The federation involves some colleges and universities
in the north-west of England and is a recent develop-
ment.
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within a reasonable time. Probably no country is prepared to

purchase broader recruitment at the price of lower quality or

,too long period of study. In Sweden it has been firmly emphased

that widened access may not lead t6 reduced requirements of

quality in higher education. The quality requirement could thus

be defined as the prospect of completing the course of study,

within a reasonable period of time.

The point of equilibrium between the breadth of the base for

recruitment and the study qualifications of those recruited is

determined by the design of the admission rules. Research on

drop-outs in higher education shows unequivocally a correlation

between participants' study qualifications and drop-Guts (Tinto,

1975, Pantages & Creedon, 1978). If-we want to reduce the pro-

portion of drop-outs caused by deficient study aptitude by means

of the admission rules these rules will have to be relatively

strict. If we are prepared to risk a somewhat higher drop-out

rate the conditions can be made milder.

In the light of this it may seem surprising that age and work

experience are considered to give the general qualifications

for higher education - i.e. the broad frame of reference and

wt,:dy preparation considered necessary for academic studies.

As the rules are designed they mean that no special value is

attached to the nature of the work experience i.e. its quality

and relevance for the course of study in question, The attention

is only confined to the quantitative aspect length. There is

certainly no general notion, that work and fe experience, re-

gardless of content, give the study preparation needed behind

this point of view. When the rules were being designed the focus

was not on the entire adult population; but on those adults

seen as having real - but lacking formal - competence for parti-

cipation in higher education.

. 29
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figure 216. Asodel of potential learners in higher
education (The sire of the fields does
not correspond to any actual distribu-
tion.)
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The purpose of widened admission is that the target group
(field A) will not be discouraged from entering higher educa-
tion because they would, for formal reasons, need to devote
a great 'deal of time to prviaratory education. It is considered
to be unsatisfactory and unfair if shortage of,tine to fulfil
the formal' requirements for general eligibility hinders those
with real qualifications fr continuing their education. In -

the general debate on widened admission for adults without
formal eligibility there is a tendency to forget that the actial
target groups are those who,have acquired real competence in
other ways (Furniss, 1971, Teichler, 1978, p. 78).

One of the main reasons for the policy confusion in Sweden is
that the goals of higher education and of adult education in
general are not kept apart. During the seventies the latter
has been given a strong redistributive emphasis. The overall
goal of the reforms has thus been to level out differences in
recourses i.e. in economic, political, cultural and social re-
spects. In order to fulfil those goals it is necessary to re-
cruit more students with insufficient educational background,
than students with a long educational careerThe redistributive
objectives of adult education are apparent - in addition to in-
official documents and pronouncements - closely related to the
distribution of economic resources. In order to effect redis-
tributive goals, we need different measures of positive dis-

crimination, e.g. special adult study assistance,outreach ac-
tivities, financial support etc.

In practice the study associations and to some extent the muni-
cipal adult education are more successful in recruiting people
with a short education living in disadvantaged environments.
The latter schcol form belongs to the regular school system
and constitutes a parallel system to the comprehensive and up-
per secondary schools with the aim of giving adults a corre-
sponding education. The study associations originated, in the
popular movement which developed at the and of the last century.
The majority of the courses organized are shorter study circles
which do not give any form of formal eligibility.
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If we lock at the objectives of and resource alloCation in high-

er education it is clear that nigher. education, in contrast,

does not have an equally Clearly expressed redistributive ob-

jective. Instead, an inspection of official'documents concern-

ing widened access, shows quite plaiqly that the int,:ded target

group is assumed to have acquired considerable resources through

participation in organizations, working life or in other-ways.

It is-important to emphasize that Swedish policy on the recruit-

ment of adults to higher education is implemented through-two

strategies and is not limited to widened access. Even if work

and age generally give general eligibility it is known that

many lack real qualifications for satisfactory participation

in higher education. For these, municipal adult education and

the study associations can supply the preparation probably need-

ed. One of the central tasks of municipal adult education is

to give potential university and collage students the special

eligibility required for a considerable proportion of the study

programmes. The situation coula thus be described by the follow-

ing figures

Work experience

Age
Si Academic studies

411

Participation in e.g. muni-
cipal adult education,
voluntary study association

Figure 2:7. Direct and indirec routes to higher
education for adul s.
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An evaluation of thelSwedish experiment to open up higher edu-
cation to new groups ought to take both the routes described
in the figure above into consideration; unfortunately this has
seldom been the case. Whether an individual chooses to go di-
rect to higher education or to take a longer route via some oth-
er form of education is - on the assumption that no special
background knowledge is required - to a large extent determined
by how the individuals perceive their study abilities and how
their formal and informal qualifications are valued in the ad-
mission system. kn interesting policy problem is the social con-
sequences of this self-selection process. Current statistics
from Sweden show that an increasing number of students with
working class background chose to work instead of going to
higher education. The unanswered question is, if they will ever
return to education in the future or if they will stay in work-
ing life. Thus, the individual self-selection seem to play a
critical function in a system of recurrent education.

2.4, Assessment of work experience - some comparative aspects

We have already classified work experience as a ground for aca-
demic studies both according to its content (relevant profes-
sional experience, work experiihce in general and life expe-
rience) and according to its formal function in relation to
higher educati,:m (alternative route, additional credit or formal
requirement). We make use of these distinctions here in trying
to present a very rough outline of how work experience is re-
cognized for admission to higher education in different coun-
tries.

Work experience as an alternative route to higher education
underlies the special admission rules for adults which have
emerged during the last decade in the majority of the industri-
alized countries. On account of differences in the traditions
ar4 design of education systems, the extent and design of the
rules has varied from country to country. It is not possible
to present a comprehensive picture of this as the variations
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are endless. In many countries, above all in the Anglo-Saxon

countries which have a more decentralized and_ diversified sys-

tem ofAligher education, the evaluation of work experience

generally takes the form of an individual assessment based on

tests, interviews and other non-intellectual factors.

In the general admission schemes for adults introduced in a

number' of other,European countries the requirement of work ex-

perience generally takes the form of a certain minimum age,

sometimes combined with a certain minimum period of work expe-

rience. The most usual age limit is 25. The substitution for

formal academic requirements made in these cases usually only

refers to the general entrance requirements, i.e. the general

preparation for studies in the form of a general frame of re-

ference, maturity and certain skills in methods of studying.

On the ocher hand work experience is not assumed to be a sub-!'

stitute for factual knowledge and special skills. Consequently

the 'age plus work'-rule is often combined with the requirement

of specific subject knowledge (as e.g. in Sweden) or achievement

tests (a* in The Netherlands and Spain). It is also important

to point out that these special admission rules for adults often

have a limited area of applidation. In many countries they on-

ly apply to certain 'less noble' forms of hig'er education

like part-time or external studies.

As the primary goal of these reforms has been to bridge the

growing educational gaps between the generations they can be

regarded as temporary measures during a transitional period.

In a situation where the greater part of an age group completes

upper secondary school the need for special admission rules for

adults disappears in the long run. This is true as long as ac-

count is not taken of the possibility that, in the future, some

students may interrupt their education at the upper secondary

school level to return direct to higher education as adults.

In Sweden discussion of whether this is a development worth

aiming at has begun in connection with the planning of the upper

secondary school of the future.
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Experience available so far suggests that such special admis-
sion rules for a id ults have not been of any great importance,
purely in terms of numbers. In the majority of countries non-
tradititwal students only constitute a small proportion of the
total number of students (see e.g. Cerych, 1975). The importance
of work experience only increases when it is regarded as a
general criterion for all students for admission to higher edu-
cation, i.e. even for students with a traditional school back-
ground. With that we have come to the other forms for recog-
nition of work experience', viz, work experience as an additional
credit a formal requirement for all students.

Cerych (1978) has carried out a survey of the existing rules
of this kind in a number of European countries on the basis
of national reports. He analyzes the different ways of asses-1

sing work experience according to four, aspects:

the type of tertiary education (full or part-time)
for which work-experience fa taken into consideration;

whether such experience is compulsory, and if so, for
what subjects;

whether such experience must have been in a related
field;

the length of experience taken into consideration.

The countries in Cerych's mate' ial which state that they re-
cognize work experience are, first, a number of East European
countries (Bulgaria, The German Democratic Republic, Poland,
Romania, Ukraine and Yugoslavia) and, second, two Scandinavian
countries (Sweden and Denmark). Using the four aspects mention-
ed above as the matrix C'erych gets the result shown below,
(Figure 248) The scheme,is not comprehensive and it is empha-
sized that other countries are also known to be in favour of
the evaluation of such Work experience e.g. various institu-
tions in the US.

4
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Figire 2:8. Recognition of Work Experience as a Criterion
in the Admissions process (from Cerych, 1976).

Even if this licture is not comprehensive it can help us to

sketch out some different models for the recognition of work

experience. The description also demonstrates that there is

a relation between the classification principles we used ear-

lier to describe the content of work experience and its formal

function in relation to higher education. Thus the requirement

of compulsory work experience most often concerns work expe-

rience related to the education applied to. When work experi-

ence is used as a general additionqualification a broad
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sense of the concept is generally meant, for both ideological
And practical reasons. When work experience constitutes an
alternative route to higher education general life experience
if anything is usually meant. This leads to the following
three models with different ideological bases and with, in ad-
dition, different effects on enrolment and on the eduCational
process.

Model I (evaluation of life experience for adults)

Thi3 model, which could also have been called 'new access
routes', is not in fact bared on any systematic evaluation of
work experience as a substitute for formal academic entrance
requirements. Ideologically these new routes originate more in
strivings to redress generation differences and to extend the
role of higher education to include'the task of providing
adults in working life with further education at an advanced
level. Adults without formal school qualifications are assumed
to possess real competence for some part of higher educat^n,
,ometimes only after completing preparatory courses or to

The variations in practice are considerable and range from the
pure open door policy, where no real assessment of the student's
background knowleJge is made (e.g. the UK Open University, the
French University of Vincennes and several open access insti-
tutions in the US), to admission procedures in which the,stu-
dent's knowledge and motivation are evaluated after a detailed
individual assessment (various institutions of higher learning,
principally in the Anglo-Saxon countries). In the latter case
work experience generally only constitutes a part of a compre-
hensive rai.ge of qualifications taken into account. The special
admission rules for adults mentioned previously, such as the
Swedish 25/4-scheme, can also said to be variants of this
model.

0

Naturally the breadth of the students' background of experience
is considerable under these circumstances. As no clear notion
of the degree of interchangeability of previous work experience
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and formal schooling exists work experience often just turns

Out to be a supplementary feature on the sidelines of an un-

changed traditional higher education. The result is increased

structural differentiation in the higher education system (cf.

Kerr, 1977). Even in Sweden, where conscious efforts have been

made to avoid such a development, there seems tosbe a develop-

rent towards "a hidden binary system".

Model II (evaluation of work experience in general)

When work experience of a more general kind, without direct

relevance to the studies applied to, Is recognized for all ap-

plicants a more systematic evaluation of experience from work-

ing life takes place. At,present this principle is only applied

in a couple of Scandinavian countries (Sweden and Denmark) and

in a number of Est European countries (Bulgaria, Poland and

Yugoslavia). Here experience of working life, defined in a cer-

tain way, is assumed to give certain general qualifications

comparable with school qualifications and, primarily, work ex-

perience modifies the importance of school Marks in the selec-

tion of students. In this 'mixed model' the academic entrance

requirements are still there, e.g. in the form of the requirement

of a minimum level of knowledge in certain relevant subject

areas, but their importance has been reduced by a kind of sub-

stitution with work experience. These kinds of admission rules

originate in strivings for increased equality of access to high-

er education and for students with a broader base of experience.

The greater variation in the students' backgrounds within the

framework of one and the same system leads to tensions. In a

system in which work experience is given a clearly defined value

for admission and selection there is, quite naturlly, also an

expectation that this experience will be made use of in some

way in the course of the education.

Model III (evaluation of relevant professional experience)

Work experience has let another function in some of the East

European countries, where occupational experience of relevance
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to the programme of study envisaged is a formal requirement.
Acdording to figure 2:8 this is the case in the German Demo-
cratic Reputilic, Romania and Ukraine. There are sure to to
isolated programmes applying this model in most countries.
Later on we shall give an example of this, also taken from
Sweden. In the first place the model can be said to be founded_
on the aim of bringing education and working life closer to one
another and in the aim of making use of practical experience in
education. In some cases - the'Swedish example, for,instance -
the model may also rconcern fields new to higher education.
Ideologically there is a clear link to a greater emphasis on the
vocational orientation of higher education. In this model there
are obviously much greater opportunities to define more clear-
ly in what ways work experience replaces the skills and know-
ledge of the school and also to make use of work experience in
the teaching.

Even if we have taken examples from different countries to il-
lustrate the models it is important to emphasize that the models
cannot be regarded as relating to different countries in their
entirity. On the contrary it is often the case that all three
variants are found n one and the same country. How this turns
out in practice de nds on the degree of centralization and
diversification of the system of higher education in the coun-
try in question. T is is illustrated in the matrix below where
we have alro fille in the three examples from Sweden we are
going to describe n more detail in subsequent sections.

In a decentralized and diversified system of higher education
the three models rare often brought together in one and the same
institution and n general descriptions can be given; this is
the nature of thef system. This "diffuse" forr col 0.:bnititution
of work ixperienc for formal school qualifications is certainly
just as important' as the more general rules introduced in der-,
tale countries on the Continent'of Europe and in Scandinavia.
These latter are, however, easier to describe and to analyze
the effects of - which is probably an important part of the rea-
son that they are depiCted more often in international contexts.
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(Work experience
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Figure 2:9. Models for evaluation of work experience and
structure of higher education.
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IO ISP1121119SCS IN ADMISSION SCHEMES

Me Swedish admission scheme

present the !Medi& rules of admission in this section, as
as example of over -ell policy

concerning the recognition of
work -experience and containing all three models desertheld above.
In order to understand the function o' work experience a reason-
ably detailed 4escription of the whole scheme must be given.
This also supplies an insight into all the judgements and prac-
tical prObldms conirsnting the introduction of work experience
as a general admission criterion.

The new rules of admission in Sweden are the'result of a long
process of inquiry in which the orginal propoaala were gra-
dually modified. The decision in principle to widen admission
to higher education was passed by Parliament in 1972 and the
new rules were adopted at the same time as the higher education
reform off 1977. The decision

was preceded by a pilot programme
of widened admission for adults to the unrestricted faculties.
The aims of these reforms have been dealt with in the previous
section. We only recall here that a general feature of the dove,-
lopment has been a closer line between.education and employmeni.
The Swedish admission system makes a fundamental distinctionbetween signs

(eligibility) and epecial reqmiti:
dents.

-

The new admissions schemetefines four main ways of obtaining
general eligibility for higuvr education. They are:

411 to have completed
a three-year stream of the upper second-ary School

42) to have completed a two-year stream of the upper secondary

43) to have equivalent education
from a "folk high school" 1)

441 to have mom than 4 years of work experience and to be over25 (the 250. anialification)

In these admission rules work experience is given wide inter-
pretation; any kind of work

experienie including child care and,f

1: ',.1k high schools are a cpecial Scandinavian
phenomenon, ori-ginally institutions of adult' elucation outwith the formalschool system with links to different political or ideologicalorgenisatless. 111
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military service can be included in the 4 years required for

the 2514-qualification. However, the special requirements often

mean that the equivalent of upper secondary school knowledge in

oCertain subjects is required in addition to the general require -

4 meets (which also includes knowledge of Swedish and English).

This widening of access, which upensup higher education even

to students from the two-year streams of the upper secondary

school and to adults without formal scho9ling, applies from

1977 to the major part of all higher. education in Sweden. The

reform has been proceded by an experimental period which began

in 1969 and during which widened access for adults applied to

certain programmes at the universities and to the Schools for

Social Work. (During this experimental period 5 years of work

experience were required, with the-result that the rule was

previously designated as the 25/5-rule.)

During the experimental period the area of application of

widened access or sdulte was expanded gradually; to begin with

the rule only applied to adults in working life who wanted to

take certs.iLurses within a narrowly limited field (principally

courses 9f a vocational nature in the social sciences and gusi-

ness adeinistration). During the period 1969-1977 additional

courses were included in the pilot programme. By the end of the

pilot period 25/5-students could enrol in most subject areas at

the faculties of Arts and Sciences. In 1972 the Wight to study

was extended up to a full degree. Thus, in practice, the Swedish

admission reform has applied to the Faculties of Liberal Arts and

Sciences during a relatively long pc:lodliof time. Later we shall

present some results from th1 period.

When the 25/4-rule was extended to cover numerus claususfamiltiaa the

question of selection of students became topical. Previously

selection had been entirely based on school results. A more

heterogeneous group of applicants with different backgrounds

and with %vilifications which were not directly comparable

The Swedish higher education system has up/to nowscomprised
both restricted and unrestricted programme. 'According to
a recent Government Proposal the "free" sector is to be dis-
continued from 1979.
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necessitated the design of rules for distributing the available
study places to the different student groups in some way. 1) By
these means one of the goals of the reform could also be realised,
vis. that admitted students should represent widely varying back-
grounds and experience. To achieve this the applicants are tlaced
in so-called quota-groups. Each group is allotted places in pro-
portion to the number of applicants in the group (a proportional
quota system).

In selection to full degree programs the quota groups correspond
to the four grounds for general eligibility mentioned previously.
They are:

(1) applicants with three years upper secondary schooling or
other, equivalent education,

42) applicants with two years upper secondary schooling or
other, equivalent education,

(3) applicants from 'folk high schools',

(4) other applicants, i.e. people with 25/4-qualifications or
school sae not comparable with those in group 1-3.

Foreign students are admitted outwith the quot. system and may
take, at most, 10% of study places.

Applicants in all categories can add credit points for work
experience to their school marks. The broad definition of work
Experience which is used for general eligibility is also used
for selection to restricted programmes. Applicants must have
at least 15 months of work experience (in addition to the four
years included in the general entrance requirements for 25/4 -
students). At least, nine months must be in one and the same
period of employment and shorter periods of employment (less
than 3 monthe)'are not counted. A maximum of five years work
experience give credit points. Through these contraints negative

consequenses of excessively short or long periods of work before
studies are avoided. The broad definition simplifies documenta-
tion; assessment is based on certificates from employers (or the

1)
One solution would have been to give common entrance tests
or to transform all applicants' qualifications to the same
scale. However, this has been rejected categorically in
StmOin as it is feared to disfavour the underprivileged
groups.
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equivalent) without the requirement of a qualitative assessment.

however, an important principle of the Swedish system is that

work experience should nat be a nesessary condition for admis-

sion to higher education. It shall always be possible for some

students to go di:act from upper secondary school to higher

education. Without special guarantees this would not be possible

for highly selective programmes if work experience were recog-

nised generally: all the places would go to students with work

experience. To prevent this a certain percentage of places is

allotted to applicants selected solely on the basis of their

school marks. A similar guarantee-rule gives some priority

to adults who, having no other qualifications, are eligible

solely under the 25/4-scheme. This is important since the rules

allow 'double eligibility' and many applicants possess both the

required ::pool education and the 25/4-qualification.

In all four quota groups the applicants are ranked according

to their credits. According to school marks and work experience

in groups 1-3 and according to work experience and aptitude

test in group 4. The aptitude test is voluntary ana has up to

now had a rather limited effect on the selection process com-

pared with work experience. Finally the applicants are selected

on the basis of their total of credit points. Both work experi-

ence and the study aptitude test are worth up to 2 points.

School marks give up to 5 points. A further point can be given

for organisational activities, but these in combination with

work experience can only give a maximum of 2,5 points.

Every individual can apply to up to 12 different study pro-

grammes. Only a computerised procedure permits so many pos-

sible choices combined with such complicated selection rules.

In order to give as fair a result as possible a successive re-

allocation to quota groups takes place during the course of

the 'rocess so that, in principle, every applicant is only

competing with other remaining applicants.

These new rules have been in force in Sweden since 1977. They

have altered radically recruitment to highly a lectivt pro-

grammes. Work experience has turned out to carry a lot of

weight in the selection process. Both intended and unintended
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effects have arisen. A more detailed account of this is given
below.

Up to now we have been describing the rules for selection to
full degree programmes. Selection to separare courses is made
in a different way. The students' motives and ranking of the
courier in queition are taken into account and applicants with
evident needs are riven nriorityi a predefined number cf stu-
dents are admitted on these grounds. The remaining applicants
are pot into quota groups which correspond to the expected
target groups for these courses. The quota groups are:

(1) applicants with at least two years' previous higher sod
cation,

(2) applicants with at least 15 months' working experience
but without the qualifications of group 1,

(3) other applicants, i.e. those without either previous
higher education or working experience of import.

Even here the number of places allocated to a quota group is
in proportion to the group's share of the number of applicants.
The ranking order in each group is determined by the priority
the applicant has given to the course. Where necessary ranking
is decided by lottery. Thus skawool achievements have no in-
fluence on admission to single courses,

These rules are founded on the assumption that applicants to
single courses are students with limited study goals and only
a few alternative choices. In reality, however, it ham been
revealed that a great many students, both adults and young
people, choose to take full degrees via single courses. In the
Faculties of Liberal Arts and Sciences the majority of students
are studying single courses,

In the following sections we are going to relate findings of
other modes of valuing work experience for admission to higher
education in Sweden. Part of the higher education system is
not covered by the general admission rules described above
and some programs requirm relevant professional experience
or admission. An example of this is the experiment going on

with so-called programmes of advanced vocational technology (YTU).
They constitute a completely new form of higher education in
Sweden focusing on occupationally trained workers in certain
branches of industry. These programmes address themselves to
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people with a relatively low level of formal education but with,

In turn, extensive occupational experience. The entrance require-

ments are,i complete two-year upper secondary course or a corre-

sponding occupational training combined with at least four years'

work experience in the occupation corresponding tc the training.

In selection attention is paid to the applicants' occupational

training and oc upational experience. Theoretical education does

not narry any /sight. An interesting aspect of the YTH-experiment

is the different rules of admission and the way work experience

is assessed and used in the training. We wil_ expand on this

theme later on.
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3.2 Comparison of Sweden with Denmark

On account of differences in the education system between
countris it is_pronably more useful to compare likes rather
than unlike.* when it comes to admission schemes.Therefore
comparative studies of schemes in Sweden and Denmark or Australia
and the United Kingdom might'yield

useful information, says
Squires in a recent overview of admission policies for new groups
in post-secondary education (Squires, 1978). We have taken note
of this and made a rough comparison of the new rules for admis-
sion to higher education which were introduced simultaneously
in 1977 in Sweden and Denmark (Kim, 1978 b).

Both countries represent a centrally planned and uniform system
of higher education. Even if there are cultural, social and
policical similarities between the Scandinavian countries there
remain nevertheless significant differences between Sweden and
Denmark in respect of education

systems, traditions and outlooks,
not least in higher education.

To simplify we could perhaps put
it this way: in Denmark a higher valuation of traditional acade-
mic qualifications has been retained, more importance is attached
to school grades and more is staked on long, traditional academic
courses of study than is the case in Sweden. Of course, this is
of considerable importance for the way admission to higher educa-
tion is applied in practice. In the following descriptive survey
we emphasize the differences oetween the two countries.

The Swedish and Danish rules have many features in common but
they also differ on important points. In both cases the rules
apply, in principle, so all post-secondary education in the
respective country. In both Sweden and Denmark work experience
is an additional qualification

for students with a traditional
school background. Both countries operate a kind of quota system
for different categories of applicants. Sweden has chosen to com-
bine the new rules with a central, computerized admission system,
which makes it possible to apply more complicated rules for the
assessment of qualifications and the allocation of quotas than
is possible in the more decentralized Danish system. The Danish
procedure also includes a 'central clearing'of all applications
to higher education, but

assessment and admission are carried
out by each university or institution of higher education indi-
vidually. Further, an important difference between the Swedish
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and the Danish system is that in Sweden a distinction is made
between students envisaging a full degree programme and students

only intending to follow a single course while in Denmark no

such distinction is made.

It is evident from the description of the Swedish admission rules
that the construction of such rules involves a number of judge-

mental elements, not least concerning the recognition of work

experience. What kind of work experience should be recognized?

What should the upper and lower limits for the time accepted
be? How should part-time employment be recognized? Should there
be different rules for different kinds of education? How should

work experience be documented? The solutions chosen are of

considerable importance for the effects the rules exercise in

practice. A comparison of Sweden and Denmark is interesting in

this per'pective because with its htlp we can draw some conc)u-

lions concerning the importance of such -factory as e.g. the

content of work experience and the length of the work experience
recognized.

Also in Denmark the requirement of two or three year upper

secondary education is the main principle for general eligibility.

Upper secondary school grades are the principal selection criteria
but work experience is also recognized. It is, however, possible
to admit some applicants after individual assessment. In the

Danish system the study places - not the applicants - are distri-
buted among three groups:

(1) for applicants with an upper secondary school education
(2) for applicants with an upper secondary school education

and with wcrk experience not admitted in group 1.

(3) for applicants Oo

a) have been granted exemption

b) have another education conferring eligibility

c) have a foreign education

d) are 25 years old and beet the requirements, but
have not been admitted in groups (1) or (2).

The size of the groups does not depend on the number of appli-

cants, as in Sweden, but is fixed in Advance. The proportions

are different for different kinds of education and are sail to
be fixed in the light of the expected runnier of applicants in
the different groups. Students admitted solely on the basi
of upper secondary school education constitute e.g. 50 t in
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medicine and dentistry, 70 % in engineering and natural sciences

and 60 % in the huianities and social sciences. Applicants with

work experience are given 40 % of the places in medicine and

dentistry but only 20 % on other university courses. Group (3)

has a 'iuota of 10 % except in the social sciences where this

group has 20 % of the places. Places are filled in the order

(1) - (2) - (3). Applicants with work experience are given two

chances and those over 25 have, in addition, another chance in

group 3.

Except for admission to certain programmes, all kinds of work

experience are also recognized in Denmark. But only paid work,

military service and periods of self-employment give credit

(a tax certificate must be produced). In addition it must be

at least 3/4 of a full-time )ob. Points are calculated by multi-

plying school grades by a factor dependent on the length of

work experience.

What are the most important differences between Sweden and Den-

marX? We sum them up in the following points:

There is no equivalent to the Swedish 25/4-rule in Denmark.
Adult student must apply for indivdial exemption.

Credit is given for less work experience in Denmark (max
18 months) than in Sweden (max 5 years). However, within
the time interval of 18 months work experience generally
carries more weight in Denmark than in Sweden.

In the Danish admission scheme the value of work experience
increases as the student's average grade increases.

The Danish interpretation of the concept of work experi-
ence means maintaining the view that it must be experience
from gainful e lo nt (that is, not work in the home or
other unpaid wor an that it must be almost full-time
work.

In Denmark the size of the quota groups is fixed in ad-
vance, while in Sweden quotas are allocated in proportion
to the number of applicants in each group.

The Danish system allows a greater degree of differenti-
ation and of direct contact between the applicant and the
educational institution as the admission process takers
place locally.

The Danish admission system has Laen introduced without
either extensive investigation or any great dela of fuss;
the Swedish syipem, on the other hand, was introduced after
protracted investigation and comprehensive discussions,
In Sweden the debate has intensified as the rules have
cone into force and the effects have become noticeable.
Both the design of the rules and the admission procedure
itsilf have been exposed to severe criticism. In Denmark
most people seem to have accepted the reform easily.
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However, what is most important is the-effects the ',Iles have
had on the recruitment of students. Broadly, it does not seem
that the S494143411 25/4-rule has so far succee.led in recruiting

more non-traditional students than the exemption procedure in
Denmark. In both countries almost a31 non-traditional students
who fulfil the requirements are admitted. work experience has,

as a whole, less importance in the Danish system ;-;'an in the

Swedish, even if the differences are probably smaller than is
imagined. In the autumn of 1977 one third of the ai.i.-dicants'in

Denmark had work experience; in Sweden half of the applicants

had. In neither country did all the applicants admitted reach
the maximum number of points for work experience, which would
lead to selection among these applicants in reality taking place
on the basis of grade points only

In both countries the new admission rules have brought about
a rise in the average of admission/ however, this rise is
considerably larger in Sweden than in Denmark. The Swedish
trend towards an increased tmOalance between men and women
has not been noted in Denmark. However, it is hardly likely
that the Danish admission rules have led to a considerable
change in the social composition of the student population.
At the same time, we must acknowledge that we still do not
know for sure ir the Swedish reform has brought about such
a change. In Denmark social change was, actually, not a
primary goal of the reform; the reform was more concerned.
with modifying the influence of school ,rades and with pro-
viding a stimulus to a short period in work before academic
studies.
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3.3 Admission procedures in diversified higher education systems

In most countries the individual educational institution deci-
des on procedures and requireMerits of admission to higer educa-

tion. However, Sweden, Denmark and Germany have predominantly
centralised admission schemes while others like USA, 178 and

Australia have left control of admissions very much in the hands
\ of individual institutions and even academic departments. A

central admissions proceedure reduces, of course, the possi-
bilities of applying individualised selection methods like

e.g, tests, interviews and biographical data. The problems

raised by the admission of adult students are to a certain

degree the same selection and assessment problems that exist
with all students but are made much more acute by the attempt

to measure 'motivation' in addition to or in lieu of achieve-
ment (Squires, 1978, p. 45).

The wain problem in diversified admission procedures is,how-

ever, the method of measuring non-formal qualifications. The

most common way is to make sure by means of some form of tes-
ting that the knowledge and experience the individual has ac-
quired on a non-traditional route have aufficient substitution
value. In many cases this method is complemented by interviews
and biographical data.

The USA - with its widespread tradition of testing - has deve-
loped different ways of determining by some form of test whether

an individual is eligible for.aecess to a course of study or

can be said to have _-tnigh knowledge to be given course credit.

The con iderable variation in admission policy in the USA will

;be exem lifted here by lines of development.

Accreditation of prior learning in non-collegiate insti-
tutions

For many years, CASE (Commission on Accreditation of Service

Experience) has evaluated training and education carl.ipsi out
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in the armed forces for transfer to education institutions. CASE has

been succeded by the Office of Educational Credit (06C) where it is

extending its work to cover =ryes organized by businesses, unions,

professional associations, and industrial and government training

progommes.

College Level Examinations Program

Another way Jf earning college credit is the College Level Examinations

Program (MEP). This program was begun in 1963 to meet the needs of

people who have acquired college -level knowledge but in unconventional

wets through ,job experience, comma taken in the military or inde-

pendent reeding. Although the original purpose of CLEP was to open up

Channels to students who had acquired their knowledge nonformally

"conventional" students are now making increasing use of it to gain up

to a Whole years credit before they start college. 1973 40 percent of
all CLEF candidates were under 19 years of age 'Trivett, 1975, p.23).

According to a study by the National Institute of Education the degree

is recognised by graduate program and employers. Almost all of those

surveyed who might access to higher level-academic programs were

able to enrol, and the degree yielded tangible benefits with employers

for a majority.

Experiential learnini

A third and different model is experiential learning - the granting of

academic credits for non-formal learning. This procedure does not limit

itself to work experience as a substitute for formal entrance require-

ments - ordinary upper secondary school education. Here experience can

also be a substitute for part of a higher education program. If we

consider the very extensive in - service training several companies give

their white - collar staff as well as the fact that many pursue advanced

studies on their own,thexe are clearly no particularly compelling logi-

cal reasons for confining substitution to upper secondary school education.
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The evaluation of experiential learning raises a series of problems

of both a theoretical and &practical nature. The method is expensive

and requires that the procedures varies from person to person. Thd

knowledge structure of higher education can be described and classified

in concepts, theories and disciplines while experiential learning seldom

can be classified in thisAey. It is also feared that the way experiential

Learning has been applied may lead to Lowering of requirements.

In principle the testing of actual competence would render general

eligibility rules like the Swedish "age + work" - rule superfluous.

The eligibility requirement could instead be the passing of a test. In

Sweden general testing was rejected not only because of technical and

Administrative problems but for oasic ideological reasons. The most

powerful objection was that testing would take place during a limited

period of time and that a single exam would thus have a decisive im-

portance for the individual. It was also feared that social bias would

appear it test results. Nor even Sweden has, however, completely re-

jected the possibility of solving the question of eligibility assessment
by same sort of test procedure, but no attempts have been made to
develop testing further.

We have only given same hints of admission procedures in diversified

higher education systems cornered to a centrilized one like- the Swedish.

The use of testing and other individualized selection methods seems to be

of critical importance. The development towards more diversified higher

education systems and more heterogeneous student groups calls for ewe"

differentiated admission rules and procedures. Evaluation of work ex-

perience and non-formal learning is thus heavily dependent on the structure

of nigher education systems and admission procedures.
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4. WORK EXPERIENCE AS A CRITERION FOR ADMISSION TO HIGHER

EDUCATION - SOME SWEDISH FINDINGS

4.1 Various aspects: enrolment, attitudes and achievement

With the point of departure we have described above it is ob-

vious that we cannot confine our description of Swedish expe-

rience to the aspect of recruitment. This is, incidentally, 0

common way of describing the effect of changes in admission

rules( probably because they are easier to describe with num-

bers and diagrams. The total effect of altered admission rules

is a function both of what students are recruited and of what

education they go throcgh, in what way and with what results. ,w,

Therefore we try to give as brad a description as possible of '

the Swedish experience.

Findings reported here have been derived from different ways

of valuing work experience-for admission to higher education.

The effects of work experience as an alternative route to

higher education can be illustrated using the pilot programme

with the 25/5-rule during the period 1969-77. As was mentioned

earlier the erumriment only involved students at the Faculties

of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Evaluation of work experience as

a general criterion for admission is limited as the new rules

have only been in force since 1977. However, some trends have

already made themselves felt and, in addition, there are the

results from the pilot programme at the Schools for Social Work

throughout the seventies. Finally we also present some findings

from the experiment with nro4rammes of advanced vocational tech-

nology (YTH), which is based on professional experience as a

formal requirement for admission.

Regarding enrolment we pay special attention to hot,' recognition

of work experience has changed the composition of the student

body with respect to age, sex and social background. Factors

like the students' attitudes and study results are much more

difficult to describe and analyse. However, it fs in this area

- study motivation, intentions and results - that considerable

changes are assumed to take place when adult students are re-

cruited to higher education. Recent development in Sweden has

shown that traditional criteria of study success and behaviour
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cannot be applied to non - traditional groups. In order toshed
some light on these elusive factors we pre-ent results from
studies which describe changes in study intentions and study
behaviour, the students' own view of the value of their work
experience for their studies and how this work experience is
used in the teaching process. We try to analyze data on study
results and 'drop -outs' in the light of this.

Changed admission rules are, however, only one of the factors
ihich influent. scruitment to higher education. conditions on
the labour sr .ct and in the underlying school systzm are other
important factors. Which effects come from altered admission
rules is difficult to determine, especially as changes have
also taken place in such other respects recently.
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'4.2 Pilot programme with the 25/5-rule (1969 -77)

An account of the pilot programme in broad outline has recent-

ly been published in Sweden (Kim, 1978 a). It is bassi on over-
4- all statistical material 'and a number of small follow-up studies

from the first years of the experimental period. The report has

led to an intense debate on the socially equalizing effects of

the rules and on the function of higher education in relation

to new groups of students. Partially, different interpretations

made of the results can be explained bl the shift which has

taken place in the aims of widene0 access (see chapter 2 above).

The following account is a summary of the contents of the re-

port"...

4.2.1 Enrolment trsnds

The number of students admitted uAder the 25/5-rule has been

steadily increasing during the 1970's as the new regulations

have got better-known and as the number of courses which can

be taken na% grown. By 1976 a total of 17 500 students had en-

rolled at the universities under this rule. Diking the same

priod students continued to enrol, as before, on the basis of

individual exemption from the normal requirements (usually

students without a complete three-year secondary education).

At the end of the pilot period in 1976 one third of the total

enrolment was benefitting from these special entrance arrange-

ments to the unrestricted faculties of Liberal Arts and Science

(Table 4:11.

gfIt is, however, necessary to underline that students acmitted

under the 25/5-rule are not necessarily - and not even pre-

sumably - students with limited educational backgrounds. As

foreseen, most of them have achieved a good level of education

before entering the university. No assessment has yet been made

of this, but early evaluation reports indicate that the pro-

portion of students with only comprehensive education is not

more than 10 percent. It is Also likely that, in recent years,

1)
A summary the report will also appear in this form in
European Journal of Education in the near future.
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Tab1e40 Now Entrants to the Unrestricted
Facultioe of Arts, SocialScience aneNatural Science, 1969-1976

!Percentage of students with different eligbility)

1i114.at1l11

Seeontrsate ts astreetrie.sd !amities

1164/70 1270/71 1571/72 117201 1177/74_ 7574/15 471176

iteneate regiatred
distant
omega
1274

la
extra aural
eearees

12.1-----Matted by
10a.1111.1114 4.4 . 4.4 0,3 11,0 12,2 12.0 22,2 24.! 22,1
Admisted y
=WOW 4,1 4,2 4,0 2.4 6,9 t2.6 12.1 7,7 2,5

lily
(ermOssal)

51,1 22.4 07.7 42.4 77.5 47,4 62,4 07.4 72.11

,.............

total 100,0 100,0 100.0 10..0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0
(Whit arbor
es tamst.) (44053) (2$7s) (I0102) (111711 (1,221) (15240 (fool) (sis) (1330.

.

adult students with "normal" eligibility (from three -year
streams of secondary school) have enrolled to some extut
under the 25/5-rule. This tendency appears plausible con-
sidering that the enrol-en, procedure is simpler for 25/5-
students than for traditional students.

Most 25 /5- students have enrolled to study social sciences.
The increase in 25/5-enrolment during the 1')70's was almost
entirely in the Faculties of Social Science (Figure 4t1).
This, of course, is a consequence of the fact tnat the ma-
jority of the courses opened up 25/5-students beLonyed to
the province of these faculties. Table 1:2 shows clearly the
predominance cf 25/5-students in the social sciences and on -

vocation- oriented s. At the end of the expersmentril
'period or out of three 25/5-students

began w4#11 such a vo-
cation-oriented course while only 7% of traditional students

__d i0 so.

apart from vocation-oriented
courses traditional academic

,-purses in behavioural sciences
(psychology, sociology and

_11

education) and business administration were the most popular
among 25/5-students. Beginners' courses in these subjects
sometimes had a majority of students with 25/5-eligibility.
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11 haler et
N" salinsta

Figure 4:1 New entrants admitted by the 25/5-rule 1969-1976.
Distribution by field of study (first year course).

Table 4:2 Distribution (in percentage) by field of study in
L'e autumn term 1975. Comparison between 25/5-
stuOnts and students with "normal" eligibility.

neld of study
(first year course)

Eligibility
2/5-rule ":formal"

O

Liberal arts 12 31
(voostion-orien-sd courses) (1) (1)

Social sciences 78 54
4eociatio, oriented courses) (26) (4)

::siurs1 sciences 10 15
Nooation- oriented courses) (3) (2)

All faculties of Liberal Arts
and 3cienoon 100 100
(+oostion-oriented courses) (32) (7)
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On the other hand few 25/5 students studied subjects with
comprehensive requirements of background knowledge such as
economics,4statistics and data processing. Only a small pro-
portion studied subjects in the natural sciences, a tendency
which also applies to secondary school leavers during the
1970's. That few students chose Liberal Arts subjects during
the experimental period was, in part, a consequence of only
a few such subjects being included in the pilot programme.

Differences in choice of study between 25/5-students and
ordinary students thus depend to a great extent on the range
of courses covered by the 25/5-rule and the aim of the reform
being further vocational training for people in administrative
and teaching professions. The amount of special requirements
set up for various courses also seem to have influenced 25/5 -
students in their choice of subject.

Another distinctive characteristic of the pilot period is that
most of the 25/5-students have

been recruited to the city uni-
versities in Stockholm and GOteborg. This development counter-
acts the striving of rcoional policy and the desire for a
broader geographical distribution of educational opportunity.
It is, however, a natural consequence of the metropolitan re-
gions having a broad economic structure and a larger base for
recruitment, part-time students in particular. That geograph-
ical distance has been of great importance for recruitment can
also be seen from the fact that the proportion of 25/5-students
is often higher on courses devised to bridge geographical dis-
tance by alternative forms o: distribution, e.g. distant
courses and extramural courses (Table 4:1).

4.2.2 Students' background

The 25/5-students display the same sexbound subject choices as
ordinary students. This also explains why the proportion of

women increased gradually during the experimental period as
the range of subjects widened and as more traditionally fe-
male subjects were covered by the 25/5-rule. Even the propor-
tion of older students rose gradually, in part for the same
reasons. The age group 25-29 years, which dominated initially,
was reduced to slightly more than 20% by the end of the experi-
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mental period. aoeghly the same number of 2S/5's were more than

45 years old when they began their studies. In Sweden the age

distributioet of students with traditional eligibility has also

changed Considerably during the seventies; an increasingly

large proportion are over 2S when they commence their studies. `

Yet in the age group over 35 years more 25/S-students than tra-

ditional students enrolled during the period 1969-.1976. That a

gradual levelling out of 25/5-recruitment took place during

the seventies with respect to age and sex is evident from fi-

gtre 4:2. Women, and above all older women, were even in the

majority at the end of the experimental period. .

Palms et
ortatais

4 1 IN A0 is
1/11/11 "PM "me mom Imo. ova mos16""

Figure 4,2 New entrants admitted by the 25/5rule 1969-1976.
Distribution according to age and sex.

The social background of the 25/5's differs considerably from

that of traditional student groups. Individuals who grew up

in a working-class environment make up a considerably larger

proportion of those with 25/5-eligibility than of other stu-

dents. Students who grew up in "university graduate" or white-

collar homes are in turn less common in the 25/5-group. But it

must be remembered that on account of age differences between
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the groups the data refer to points of time differing in re-
spect of occupational structure of the population as a whole.
This can account for the differences to some degree, e.g. the
higher proportion of farmers' children in the 25/5-group.

The distribution of the new entrants according to fathers'

occupation (the usual way of measuring the social background
of students in Sweden) is prnsented in table 4:3 and figure

4:3. The comparison with the population as a whole shows that
students with a working-class background are still under-re-
presented and white-collar occupations over-represented in
25/5-recruitment even if the distribution is considerably more
equal than in the group traditional students.

The low proportion of students with an academic home background

among the 25/5-students can in part be explained by the fact
that around 80 percent of graduates' children have already en-
rolled in higher education - there just aren't so many left to
recruit as adults. The essence of this is that it is primari.y
the "groups in the middle" which have benefited from the 25/5 -

reform. This is a result which recurs in the majority of edu-
cational reforms which aim at widening recruitment and increas-
ing equality. This is often described as a fixed "order of

arrival" - new groups do not begin -nrol before existirg

groups have reached something like "saturation". According to

Table 4:3 New entrants admitted by the 25/5-rule compared to
students with "normal" eligibility and the Swedisn
population in total. Distribution (in percentage)
by social background.

lI.,1* taaluittuat
(tatatr1a losuoitm)

23.5- llosval"-
saataats allatttlity
(1541-1576) teagatta

(734,-1976)

twollat mulatto' La
total (tan 1441)

Poems 13 7 14
0alverstIty grolustea 5 14 3
Dirlootarf. 'Memo it 14 II
toilet ,ittt tallat Tortaisa. .
Ottawa. tastier* 17 25 11

Olite whits sells". milsre 13 14 10
Omit mratto 54 22 51

707AL 100 100 104
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Figure 4:3 Sew entrants admitted by the 25/5-rule 1969-1976.
Distribution by social background (father's ocau- _
pation).

certain interpreters this will lead to education gaps increas-

ing rather than decreasing. On the other hand the 25/5-rule

has given many adults who otherwise wouldn't have had the

opportunity of a higher education a chance. That other, more

privileged groups have also benefited from the reforms is

probably an unavoidable effect of educational reforms based

on expansion.

However,,a disturbing factor in the development in Sweden in

the 1970's has been that while the 25/5-students have contri-

buted to a more even social distribution among beginners in

higher education the recruitment of students with traditional

eligibility has gone in the opposite direction. Among the
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younger students selection has increased during the 1970's;
the proportion of workers' children has declined at the same
time as both graduate and white-collar groups have increased '

their share of enrolments in the free faculties. No great
change has taken place; but there has, nevertheless, been a
clear trend during the first half of the seventies, probably
related to the worsened situation on the labour market for

university graduates. Consequently the total effect is a re-
structuring rather than a complete change of the social com-
position of the student population. The question now being /
asked is whether the 25/5-rule may contribute to a new pattern'
of enrolment with increased social se-ection on the traditional
route to higher education, direct via upper secondary school,
compensated by increased recruitment of adult students from
less Privileged groups. Then it is also important tO compare
how these groups differ with respect to study orientation, re-
sults etc.

It is important to emphasize that the statistical data apply

to the students' childhood and youth. The result would probab-
ly be different if the students' own social status on entry to
higher education were considered instead. The Swedish statis-
tics do not include such data but certain studies suggest that
students who make their way to higher studies as adults are

most often individuals who have already advanced on the social
ladder. Thus it can probably be asserted that the 25/5-rule

has affected "cultural mobility" and educational equality to
a greater extent than "social" equalization.

4.2.3 Study motives and results

To give a fair description of study achievements it is neces-

sary to consider students' study intentions, study intensity
etc. The data in figure 4:4 show that there are considerable

differences between traditional students and 25/5-students in

these respects. For instance, as large a proportion as 70-80%

of the 25/5-entrants do not intend to study for a full degree.

Even among ordinary students there is a large proportion who
only intend to take separate courses and that proportion has

increased gradually as the average age of the new entrants has
risen.
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Figure 4:4 New entrants to unrestricted faculties of Liberal
Arts and Science 1969-1976. Percentage o: stuuents
studying part-time and students not aiming at a
full degree.
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It must be observed, however, that data presented in diagram

4:4 refer to students' intentions at the beginning of their

studies, not their actual behaviour. It is also important to

note that approximately one third of the 25/5-students never

commence their studies or leave university without gaining

any credit points at all. The corresponding figure for tradi-

tional students is about 20%. The statistics can appear per-

plexing to the foreign reader but are accounted for by the

fact that in Sweden students both enrol in the university and

register at the department. One out of ten never registers and

others probably give up their studies at such an early stage

that they cannot be considered to have begun studying at all.

Including such students-in the figures on wastage and drop-out

rates does not present a true picture.

Students who have not gained any points at all despite serious

efforts or who consciously begin their studies without intend-

ing to take any points are probably extremely few and far bet-

ween. Among the early drop-outs are students who abandon their

study intentions right at the beginning for socio-economic

reasons or on account of insufficient background knowledge,

disappointment or similar reasons. The reasons for such drop-

outs are not insignificant when it comes to assessing the ad-

justment of university education to the new student groups;

the fact that the 25/5-group exhibits a considerably higher

proportion of such "early drop-outs" points to greater diffi-

culties at the start for adult students. We do not, however,

include these "non-credit" 'students in the folloOng figures

of proportions of students achieving different results.

On average only half of the 25/5-students continued to study

after their first course. Students who begin with a vocation-

oriented course do so to an even smaller extent; most often

they leave university after completing the whole or part of

this course. This ought. not to be construed as a failure; the

aim of these courses is to provide a short period of further

training for people already occupationally active. However,

it has also been considered that the courses ought to act as

a gateway to more comprehensive university studies. This has

not occurred to any great extent; less than 20% of the students
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have continued to traditional university courses.

About 25-30 percent of the 25/5-students leave university with
less than 20 credit points, which corresponds to the normal
extent of a basic course of study (one term's full-time stu-
dies). These students have either stopped studying, volunt-
arily or involuntarily, without completing their first course
or they have only completed a very short introductory course.
Approximately every second 25/5-student has attained points
Equivalent to one to three terms' full time studies of pass
standard. So far very few 25 /5- students have taken a full de-
gree, up to 1976 a'total of rather less than 300 persons. Of
the first year groups, 1969-1970, barely 101 have completed

a degree. Consequently it is probable that only a few have
gone on to post-graduate studies.

4.2.4 Comparisons of 25/5-students and traditional students

The conclusion that the 25/5-students cope less well with
their studies than students with a traditional background
cannot be drawn without further ado. Comparisons of that na-
ture are, on the whole, very difficult to make on account of
differences in study motives and intentions A comparison must
take account of such dissimilarities and must, on the whole,
go "deeper" in its description than the overall statistical
data permit. Accordingly the published report die not contain
any comparisons of that kind. Nevertheless the debate came to
revolve to a great extent around the issue of the 25/5-stu-
dents' high wastage rate. The discussion indicated an unaware-
ness in many quarters of the development which has been taking
place at the unrestricted faculties during the 1970's.

Of course the increase in the numbers of 25/5-students is an
important part of this change but traditional students have
also changed their study intentions and behaviour substantial-
ly. As the average age of the newly enrolled has increased
their study ambitions and actual achievements have grown more
and more modest. For instance, it is now the rule rather than

the exception that students at the Faculties of Liberal Arts
and Science have a job in addition to their studies and tui-
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tion is often given in the evening. As can be seen in figure
4:4 the proportion of traditional students aiming at a full
degree has also declined gradually during the 1970's. Thus
the differenifs between the student categories are slowly
being rubbed out.

As a consequence the total production of credit points has
declined steadily, as has the proportiol of students taking

more advanced" courses. The same is true of the number of
students completing a full degree (Figure 4:5). A decline in

recruitment to postgraduate studies is Apw envisaged. It is
important to view the data presented on 25/5-students in this
perspective.

Berne webers'

lei entrants 23 200Cryllt potato 1 200 000
Ome year- Conner

completed 10 000P.11 deem 13 100

dye entreats
e

infik8"4"r

AL ed.

Figure 4:5 Development of the unrestricted faculties of
Liberal Arts and Science during the 1970's:
Summary figures. (Source: National,Bureau
of Statistics.)
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There are a few small studies which have penetrated deeper
into the 25/5-students' situation and results. Unfortunately
most of thesis were carried out in the early 1970's when the
25/5-rule had been in operation for only two or three years.

As mentioned earlier they did not reveal any differences in
academic results 1,etweet: adult students and those admitted
under normal regulations, as far as conventional outcome cri-
teria were concerned. The pass-rates were about,ths same for
groups with the same study goal and the same intensity of
study (full -time /part - time). The experiences at the universi-

ties were reported as very positive; many were highly moti-
vated and participated actively.

Since then - as has emerged above - significant changes have
occurred in enrolment of 25/5-students as well as in the
breadth of the range of courses on offer to these students.

Fresher studies also indicate problems in various respects;

adult students complain about shortcomings in teaching, socio-

economic problems and insufficient background knowledge. Some
studies indicate that 25/5-students at the universities often
need more time to obtain the same outcoffie as traditional stu-
dents. A study of adult students at the University of Lund

(Kamienski,'1975) shows that students with 25/5-eligibility

experience to a greater extent than other mature students

study difficulties co,:, 'cted with insufficient background
knowledge, defective study methods and other individual study
factors (Figure 4:6). The 25/5-students who succeed best in

their studies are consistently students with high study moti-
vation and a clear study goal in view.

4.2.5 The importance of work experience for study choice
and results

Unfortunately there are no studies from the experimental period

with the 25/5-rule which describe the importance of work expe-

rience for study choice or resUlts. However, it is obvious that

the majority of the 25/5's have had vocation- oriented study mo-
tives; a good half of the students have reported that they are
studying in order to better themselves in their occupations, to
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total with study difficulties (n=90)

37

19

Individual
study factors

Overloading because
of employment

educational study
factors

63.

11111 upper secondary
school certificate 25/5's

1111111

eligible
by spaniel
exemption

Figure 4:6 Adult students reporting study difficulties.
Distribution by eligibility and origin of
study difficulties (from Xamienski, 1975).

advance, switch occupation or find job at all. Among the oc-

cupational motives, those concerned with the nature of the
work domin.;t:. Wages seem to have played a subordinate role

as a driving force. About 30 percent of the 25/5-students
give personal interests or "knowledge for its own sake" as
the principal motive fir their studies. In this context it
may be of interest to mention that for many 25/5-students in
extra-mural courses university studies are an alternative to
_other form of non-formal adult education. It ccn also be

assumed that the broadening of the range of subject choice
towards more general, introductory courses has strengthened
this spontaneous development in the direction of "non-credit"
courses. This, then, is one explanation of the falling pro-
duction of points.

Few investigations have tried to analyze the
value of work experience for academic studies. In one such
study (Rogland, 1978) non-traditional students, mostly part-
time scudents studying single courses, have been asked if they
felt their work experience has been of value for their studies
and if their teachers have been able to draw benefit from the

students' work experience in their teaching. Rosults show that
quite a lot felt their work experience was of value for their
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own studies. On the hard, very few thought that thei-

experience was of . , to course. We believe that this-is

typical of the sits, .ion in Sweden today; the adjustment to
the new cateo' es ui students has not reached the stage that

forms for mak. use of work experience in the teachingilearn-
ing process have been found.
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4.3 The new admission scheme GZ 1977

The new admission rules, which meant an extension of the 25/5-
rule to almost all higher education in Sweden, have only been
in force for a little less than two years so far. interest has
been focused nrincipelly on the new rules for selection. At
present data are only available on the number of students
applying to and admitted by the aomputeritea central admission
system, which ewers most of the degree programmes with re-
stricted entry. Data refer mainly to the first round of ad-
mission in the autumn of 1977 (Kim 4 Simon, 1978). At this
first round 10,700 of around 20,000 applicants were admitted.
In spite of keen competition for certain programmes, such as
teacher training and medical studies, some places were lest
unfilled on come of the newly introduced full degree programmes.
Severe competition only occured for about 25 percent of the
places and roughly the same proportion of students were ad-
mitted without any real competition at all.

Table 4:4 Applicants and admissions to degree programmes
restricted entry in the autumn of 1977.

with

Students background

(quota groups)

Eligible
pplicants

Mo.

AdaisPions

No.

1. 3-4-year upper secondary school 15035 73 7898 73
possible work experience

2. 2 -fear upper secondary school 3159 15 1022 10
possible work experience

3. Polk high school 799 4 241 2
possible work experience

4. Otners - e.g. 25/4's (of thee 3569 17 786 7
only those eligible in group 4) (746) (4) (443) (4)

5. foreign education 1461 7 651 6

6. Admissions with priority etc 179 2

Total (gross) 24023 116

Total (net, i.e. after subtile-
ton of those wish double eli-
gibility)

20461 100 10777 100
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The distribution according to quota group allows us to est to
the share of places in different fields of study taken by on-
traditional students. Some statistical data are given in abler
4:4 and 4:5. Students from the two-year streams of upper se-
condary school, folk high schoci.s and students admitted under
the 25/4-regulation formed a small part (about 20 percent) of
the total number of applicants in the autumn of 1977. In total

rather less than 800 students were admitted under the 25/4-

Table 4:5 Students admitted to various sectors of higher
education in the autumn of 1977.

Students background

(Quota groups)

Technology
and the
Natural
Boic..cms

No. 5..

Admini-
titration,

Economics
end Bmialleducmtion
work
No. )4

Medical
and pare-
medical

No. ;:,

Teaching

No. ,,;

Culture andl

informmtioM

No. %

3-4-year upper second-
ary school education,
only grades (1 A)

1 364 26 959 25 122 4 225 16 185 45

3-4-year upper second-
ary school education,

2 537 62 1 473 36 482 57 700 50 151 37

+ possible work ex-
perience (1 13)

2-year upper secondary
school education, only
grades (2 A)

13 214 7 46 13

2-year upper seoondmry
school education, gra
grades + possible work
experience (2 B)

63 2 423 19 6 5 211 24

Polk high sohool + poe- 8 137 13 72 11
Bible work exinrience(3

Others, incl. 25/4's
without other eligi-

2 11 14

51

7 ability ground (4 i)

Others, incl. 25/4's
with other eligibility

29 204 55 461 9

ground (4 B)

Poreign education

Admission with priority
etc

324 8 375 9 76 9 39 3 10 2

, rill IAA A (IAA inn ,19 1,1n 1 tnt, 'Inn' A.n inn
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rule and, of these, about half also had an education confer-
ring eligibility.

Comparisons of the number of applicants and admissions in dif-

ferent quota groups are difficult to interpret. It is, however,
obvious that in actual fact admission is not entirely propor-
tional to applicants. This does not indicate that something is
'wrong' in the system but is a logical consequence of the

rules on double eligibility and of guarantee rules and other
practical features of the system.

As the students are distributed unevenly between different

kinds of education the total figures are of limited interest.
Table 4,5 chose the distribution of admissions to the five sec-

tors for vocational education in which higher education has

beer administered and planned since 1977. In the table the

students have been divided up into groups with and without

work experience. It should be noted that this classification
relates to the admission procedure; the fact that a student

has been admitted on account of school grades plus possible

work experience (quota groups 1 B and 2 B) does not mean that

the applicant definitely has such work experience. This is

only necessary for highly selective programmes.

Some very broad conclusions can be drawn from the figures

abcut the tudents' subject choice. Non-traditional students

apply primarily to programmes oriented towards social work,

health care and teaching, i.e. programmes where competition

is keen. The rather extensive sp4cial requirements set up

for ,hese programmes do not seem to deter adult students. On

the other hand the proportion of adult students in technology

and natural sciences is very low.

The n...w admission rules have not immediately led to extensive

recruitment of non-traditional students to degree programmes;

this was not expected either. However, what has occur'ed is

that the composition of th traditional student group has

changed substantially. As work experience has beeiigiven cre-

dit value in the selection process a shift has taken place to

the benefit of older students, particularly in the highly se-

lect.ve area. !or students with work experience lower grades

are required and many adults with upper secondary school edu-
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cation have been given a 'second chance' to enter a desirable
education like medicine.

As a result a sudden change in age structure has appeared; the

average age of new students on highly selective programmes has
risen considerably. The average age of new entrants is now
about 30 on many of these programmes. As an example of this,
figure 4:7 shows how the age structure has changed at une me-
dical school in Sweden. Naturally such a development has ef-
fects on both educational planning and the student's social
setting as well as on assessments of future supply of and de-
mand for graduates. The occupationally active life of a newly

trained doctor or teacher is getting shorter and consequently
the rules also involve diseconomies in the long run. Whether
this trend of increasing average age will persist or not is,
however, a question open to debate.

The new rules have had other unexpected effects. Although
higLer educational qualifications do not give extra points
many students in medicine, for instance, have previously
acquired academic qualifications. As usual the educationally
strong draw the greatest benefits. However, this 'elite form
of recurrent education' is probably a passing phenomenon.
Double education can hardly be a profitable strategy for young
people leaving upper secondary school today and wanting to en-
rol in highly selective study programmes. For these students
the thing to do is to supplement schoolgrades with work ex-
perience as quickly as possible. Grades required from students
applying to highly selective programmes direct from upper
secondary school have risen sharply. In several cases not
even the best possible grade in every subject guarantees a
study place.

IOur knowledge of what happens to young people not admitted to

restricted study programmes is stiff' Eery incomplete. In Swe-
den, as in most industrialized countries, unemployment is re-
latively widespread among young people. Obviously this creates
problems for students wanting to gain points for work experi-
ence in orc:er to apply to higher education. This is probably
more true of girls and of young people in sparsely-populated

areas and depopulation areas. The detailed rules for the cre-
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Figure 4,7 New entrants at the medical faculty of Lund Uni-
versity, autumn 1976 ani 1977. Distribution by
age.
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diting of work experience probably worsen the situation for

these young people. Figures of unemployment indicate, however,

that it is not primarily upper secondary school leavers with

good grades who suffer but rather young people in the.16-18

age group with only compulsory education. Upper secondary

school leavers who want to go on to highet education are now

taking some of the jobs which would otherwise have gone to

these young people.

We still do not know what effects the new admission rules have

had on pupils in the upper secondary school and on their atti-

tudes to school work, choice of line and study results. During

the seventies Sweden has experienced a gradual decline in the

proportion of students on the academic lines in the upper 46-

condary school. Pupils have chosen vocation-oriented lines to

a greater extent. This tendency has continued in recent years;

in particular certain two-year lines have increased their re-

lative share. However, it is still uncertain to what extent

this is a result of the new admission rules. The Parliament

initially made a statement on the importance of following

events to determine whether the reform gave rise o so-called

'tactical choices' in the upper secondary school. The develop-

ment does not contradict the expectation that this has been

happening to some extent. On the whole, however, the situation

on the labour market has led to an increasingly large propor-

tion of young people going on to upper secondary school. A

great deal of these students choose vocation-oriented lines

which must be supplemented with further study to lead on to

higher education.

It is already clear from what has been said above that work

experience has played a significant part in selection for pro-

grammes where the competition for places is keen. Despite the

fact that all kinds of work experience are counted,it turns

out that the applicants often have work experience related to

the programme they apply to. On average almost half of all app-

117.ants have work experience which is given credit in the

selection process. Even among applicants with a three-year

upper secondary school education 40 procent had work experi-

ence in the autumn of 1978. In addition the proportion is in-
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creasing as can be seen from table 4:6. The figures also show
that women less 'ften have work experience as an additional
qualification than men do in spite of the fact that house
work gives crelit points. The possibility of recognizing mi-
litary service probably gives male applicants a bit of a start.

Table 4:6 The proportion of applicants having work-experience
in the autumns 1977 and 1978.

Quota group

(Students' educational
background)

Proportion

1977
total

GO with work

1 9
total

experience

7 8
men women

1. Three-year see. school 38 41 47 34

2. Two-year sec. school 52 58 76 50

3. "Polk high school" 69 77 86 71

4. 25/4- students 92 95 95 95

All quota groups 41 45 49 40
& -

As a rule there are more applicants with work experience to
study programmes where the competition for places is keen. As
far as highly selective programmes are concerned, work experi-
ence is often needed to keep up with the competition. Thus any
sex differences with regard to work experience, and larger
periods of work experience in particular-, are significant. The
proportion of malt/ and female applicants to medical and para-
medical study programmes who had work experience of different
lengths is shown in table 4:7. Evidently female applicants are
disfairoured by the recognition of work experience. The result
has been a decline in the number of female c dents not just
in medical and para-medical education but also on some other
long restricted study programmes. If the normal entrance age

to higher education is moved to around 30 it will coincide
with childbirth and the care of young children for many women.
Recognizing work experience also means that existing inequali-
ties on the labour market make themselves felt in selection
for higher education.
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Table 4:7 Applications and admissions to medical and para-
medical education. Autumn 1978.

Length of work experience

_

Applicants by
length of work
experience

',!en /omen

Proportion ad-
matted in dif-
Parent groups

Men Warren

No work experience (or
less than 15 months)

15 months - 2 years

2 - 4 years

More than 4 years

47 58

14 10

19 13

22 20

7 6

15 14

24 19

4d 43

Total hC 100 20 15

One additional reason for women being disfavoured by the new

admission rules is the extra points given for work in organ-

izations (see section 3 ). Hardly surprisingly this has given

male applicants a start. For organizational activities are a

field dominated entirely by men, especially when sports clubs

of various kinds are Included. Even if points for organization-

al activities have not been extensively used on the whole -

only one in ten of the applicants has cliamed this qualifi-

cation - they have been of decisive importance in selection

for highly selective programmes. Furthermore the trend has

stren thened between the autumn of 1977 and the autumn of 1978.

Of those admitted to highly selective programmes almost 30 per-

cent had credits of this kind. These extra points seem to have

favoured male 'nplicants in admission to programmes dominated

by women thereby contributing to an equalization. But this is

not compensated for by a corresponding advantage for women

applying to programmes dominated by men. Since this does not

tally with strivings to redress inequalities between the sexes

the adverse erfects have already given rise to proposals to

change the rule.

Finally, we will make some ,omments on the outcome of the new

admission scheme in the light of the aim of promoting recurrent

education. Intentionally this would take place in two ways:

1) by stimulating your people to defer their academic studies

and to alternate , ucation and employment and 2) by opening up
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Figure 4:8 Applications and admissions with points for
organizational activities. Autumn of 1978.

new routes to people previously excluded from higher edu-

c -In. This can be illustrated in the following way:

(1) Long-term (2) 'Overbridging'
recurrent- recurrent-
education- education-
model model

Young people
leaving upper
secondary school

IDefer academic
studies

People in wIrking
life who hove not
previously had the
opportunity of ace
demi° studies

ADMISSION RULE'S--

L W
Commence aca-
demic atudieo

73.

Figure 4:9 Admission rules and the promotion of recurrent
education (from Rubenson, 1979).
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The new selection rules have promoted model 1, i.e. young
persons' postponement of academic studies, very effectively,
at least as far as the highly selective study programmes are
concerned. However, in Sweden it has been said that recurrent
education is to constitute an alternative to other, more
traditional ways of completing a higher education. It can
now be asserted that the recognition of work experience has
enforced a system with more or less obligatory period of
work before certain higher education programmes.

A development in the direction of recurrent education is
mainly seen as a means of achieving greater social equalization
in the education system. Consequently the measures may, of
course, not lead to increased social selection among young
people who defer their academic studies. Attention has been
called to this kind of danger because, among others, the system
of study financing in Sweden has not been adapted to the

conditions of adult students. Even in model 2 trends towards
the classic pattern that social equalization is least evident
on the most desirable prestige programmes can be seen in the
results. So, on the whole, we must be doubtful about the

socially equalizing effects of the new admission rules, for the
time being.

How ar.?. study conditions affected and what success do the new
groups of students have in their studies? It is yet too early
to ask these questions. The majority of restricted programmes
extend over 3-5 years. As a rule the experience reported up to
now only concerns the introductory, more theoretical, stages
of e.g. medical education. Insufficient study experience, out-
of-date background knowledge and difficulties combining studies
and employment in addition to family commitments are reported

to cause older students problems. It is hoped that these will
be compensated for by greater motiva;..ion and maturity and by
greater opportunities of linking theory to previous occuptio-
nal experience.

The Schools for Social Work have a longer period of experience
of students with work experience as a substitute for formal
academic entrance requirements as the 25/5-rule has applied
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there since 1970. There students with 25/5-eligibility have
made up 10 percent of new entrants throughout the seventies.
The average age of these students has been a little over 30
and most have an extensive period of employment behind them,
often in social work. Early evaluations revealed that the
adult students had greater difficulties than traditional
students in managing their studies as measured by the number
of exams passed. The propnrtion not passing their exams during
the first term was twice as large for the 25/5's (401 as
against 201 for other students). Even if most were pleased
with their studies many wanted compensatory education and
study advice. When the students were followed up later on in
their course (after 2 years' studies) it turned out that the
differences in study results had decreased. The conclusion is
that the difficulties some experience at the beginning of their
studies are overcome to a great extent further on in their
course of study. The 24/5-students felt that their work had
been of value to them in their studies, not only in the more

practically-oriented ones. In that respect there was a clear
difference between the 25/5-students and others (see table 4:8).

Table 4:8 Opinion of the value of work experience for studies
al ng different student groups at the Schools for
Social work. (Percentage of students with different
eligibility.)

The value of work
experience for studies

Eligibility
3-year upper 2-year upper
secondary secondary
school school

25/5-rule
1

1

[No previous work
experience 71 40 2

Work experience makes
studies easier 18 27 81

Work experience does not
make studies easier 11 33 17

1

Total 100 100 100 1

1

Jource: ohm (1973)
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As an experiment the Schools for Social Work have also given

extra points for work experience related to the social field

in their selection of students with traditional eligibility.

An investigation with the purpose of studying the connection

between school grades and work experience on the one hand and

study results on the other reached the following results

(Eliasson, 1973). Students with high grades generally had better

study results than students with low grades. However, the older

the students were and the longer the work experience they had

behind them, the less study results varied with school grades.

The study results of those with credit for work experience did

not differ in an interpretable way from other results. Accord-

ing to the investigation long work experience was paired with

good study results if school-grades were high but to poor

results if grades were low. Thus the results suggest that work

experience does not compensate for low grades as far as study

success is concerned. Nor was it possible to establish any

significant differences between students with different kinds

of work experience. Particularly relevant work experience did

not seem to have a better predictive value for studies than

other WOrk experience.

What conclusions can be drawn from this? The results

show that a formal upper secondary school qualification is not

a necessary condition for carrying out academic studies, but

that students without formal school qualifications often have

problems in their studies, mostly at the start. There can be

many different reasons for the difficulties being overcome

later on. In part this can depend on the students adapting

gradually to the study conditions, but it can also be explained

by the gaps in their theoretical knowledge being filled out

gradually and by increasing opportunities to make use of their

practical experience later on in the course of study.

The value of work experience to those who have both a traditio-

lal nchool education and work experience is a more complicated

question. The picture is certainly complicated by the fact that

their school knowledge is becoming obsolete at the same time

as their work experience is increasing. Obviously it is not

possible to simply assume that lower grades are compensated
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for by work experience. Here we touch upon the problems of

interaction setween work experience and the academic structure
of knowledge dealt with in section 5.

4.4 Programmes of advanced vocational technology (YTH)

In the academic year 1975/76 new programmes of advanced vo-

cational technology (YTH) were introduced as part of the Swedish

reform of higher education (cf. Dahll6f 1977). The purpose of
these programmes was to provide opportunities of further
education for a group of people who had previously had few
possibilities of p.:atir.ipating in higher education and to meet
the demand of the labour isarket tor skilled and eiucated

personnel. These programmes turn in the first place to skilled
workers in industry who wish to add theoretical knowledge to
their practical experience from working life.

The first experimental period focused on six different b.anches
of industry, viz.

clothing indust.y

food industry

paper and pulp industry 4

iron and etre' industry

,e wood industry

engineering in.ustry

The experinehts were organized in eight places including bcth

traditional, established university and college towns aria new

centres of higher education. The number of local units, study

groups and,stlAdy places in the first three academic years is
shown inlyable 4:9.

Table 4:9 Intake capacity of YTH during the first three
academic years.

AcademIc year Local unit s auaber cf fIrcupc Study,placec

19/5/76
1916/7"

19.770., 12

11

.13
17

00
590
310
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YTH is a post-secondary education and the entrance requirements
are1 related to the rules for entrance to higher education in
general. The basic requirement remains a minimum of two years'
completed upper secondary school studies. There ate, however,
some modifications. A requirement specific to YTH is that the
applicant's upper secondary qualifications must be relevant
to the YTH line applied for. The applicants may also have been
apprenticed within the sector concerned. A further entrance
requirement iF a minimum of four years' work experience from
the industry concerned.

As a rule the study programmes last one had a half academic
years. The programmes are basically theoretical. Three groups
of subjects can be distinguished. The main emphasis is on
branch specific subjects. About 15 percent of the time is spent
on subjects 'ike mathematics, s.iance and technology; they
mainly support the br-inch specific subjects. Finally, there
are certain subjects of a more general character such as langu-
ages, economics and administration. These subjects are common
to all lines of stud/ and take about 15 percent of the time.
Some time is reserved for remedial instruction etc.

There were 593 applicants for the 330 YTH places in the first
year. Three of the courses - clothing, iron and steel, and
wood - were undersubscribed and altocether 277 students entered
the programmes. pnly 16 of them were women. On average the
students were about 30 years old. Half of them were between
26 and 31 years old. The Youngest was 21 and the oldest 47
when they began. The mean of relevant occupational experience

was nine years; 20% had 14 years or more and 10% had the mini-
mum requirement of 4 years.

A consequence of the admission rules is that the students'

theoretical background is very heterogeneous. About 65% of the
students had attended an occupational school or some comparable
institution. The rest had receiYed in-service training or been
apprenticed in the job sector concerned. The theo,:e:_ical core

varies considerably in the different kinds of vocational

training which the students have attended. An impeessi'm of the
students' theoretical competence can be gained from their
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basic education. 58% of the students had up to eight years
primary school, 20% nine years comprehensive school, V% lower
secondary school and 7% upper secondary school. Their famili-
arity with studies also varies greatly. No more than 27% of the
students had finished another education less than six years
before the entrance of YTH. 8% had not p._rticipated in an
education of any length for 20 years.

The differing theoretical qualifications have become evident
in :he teaching of mathematics, physics and chemistry. In
mathematics, for example, tests at the start of the course
showed that 43% of the students did not exteed a standard of
1.nowledge corresponding to the first six years of compulsory
schooling while 8% held a standard corresponding to secondary
school. However, it should be noticed that after two months
about 60% of the students had reached a level of performance

corresponding to at least eight years cf compulsory schooling
as compared with 111t at the start. This remarkable progress
indicates that the students had a greater fund of passive
knowledge at the start than was indicated by the test results.
However, they needed a considerable warming-up in terms of
repetition and remedial treatment; in turn this called for
great flexibility in teaching during the first term. This was
not always foreseen in the plans and ' aused a great deal of

tension during the first period of the experiment. Unfamiliarity
with studies was also a great problem fox the students. They

sometimes both had a poor study technique and found it difficult
to concentrate. It was particularly diffictit for the students

to reiate theoretical subject matttr to their occupational
experience.

In the preparations for the YrH it was planned that three main
categories of teachers - secondary school teachers, university
teachers /mainly from the institutes of technology concerned)
and teachers from industry - would take part in the teaching.

It was, however, difficult to recruit teachers from working
life, particularly when they were asked to teach extensive
sections of the courses. Since these teachers also had their

permanen, luties, the time-table had to be adjusted accordingly.
It w3s also difficult to gather all these teachers to joint
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planting sessions. In spite of these problems the teacher from
industry are of great importance for the YTH education, but
their co-operation makes particular demands on planning.

Another problen has been textbooks and teaching aids. They

are often constructed to be used during a longer teaching period
the is available to the YTH students. Furthermore, the text-
books usually assume theoretical knowledge which several YTH
students lack. In contrast, they do not take account of occupa-
tional experience.

We have tried above to pinpoint some problems which arose during

the first periods. Of course, all of them do not exist in all
places and on all study programmes, but they are exemples of
the kinds of problems that may be encountered.

Attempts have been made to adapt educational content and design
specially in view of the target group and to bi ld on the

students' work experience and not on theoretical background

knowledge. This adaptation seems to be successful since as many
as 93% of the 277 students who began their YTH-education in the

autumn term 1975 passed theie course in 3 terms.

The requirement of relevant professional experience means that
the YTH-students have a relatively homogeneous background of
work ,xperience. But within this area the actual experience

varies a great deal. This has turned out to be a problem when
attempts are made to build on work experience in con7rete

teaching situations. As a rule students also have general work

experience. The students' life experience also varies a great
deal on account of the considerable age differences. This

experiences often mean that the students are very highly moti-

vated in their studies but they have often been a problem too.

This is principally true of the students' very varied study
experiences anc expectations.

In the so-called supporting subjects, e.g. mathematics and

physics, it has been dirFicult to replace theoretical bacr.i,ound

knowledge with work experience. On the whole the use of work

experience makes great demands on specially adapted textbooks

and teaching aids. Another lesson is that it is worthwhile

attaching teachers with experience of work in the branch in
question.
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These findings from the use of work experience in YTH-education

are mainly based on results from the current evaluation of the

Y'211 pilot programme and represent principally the outcome of

Interviews with leaders of the pilot scheme and teachers. Some
time after completing the programme students were asked how

they considered their work experience had been tapped in the

teaching and learning process. Results are shown in table 4:10.

Table 4:10 Replies to the question, 'How do you consider your
practical experience was used in YTH-teaching ?'

Very
badly

Quite
oadly

:leither well
nor badly

Quite
well

Very
well

TOTAL

6 ?2 34 31 7 100

As is seen the distribution round the neutral alternative

'neither well nor badly' is even. This points to difficulties

in viewing practical experience as a clear-cut concept. The

students have also been asked in what contexts their practical

experience was used and what should be done to use their prac-

tical experience. The replies are presented in Tabl..s 4:11 and

4:12.

Table 4:11 Replies to the open-ended question, 'In what con-
tects (subjects, sections, working methods) do you
consider the best use was made of your practical
experience in the teaching process?'

Branch - Specific subjects 70

Group work 26

subjects concerning working life 16

Practical sections, Laboratory work 13

Zpecial work, project work 12
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Table 4:12 Replies to the open-ended question, 'What do you
consider should be done to use best the practical
experience YTH-students have?'

group work 38

The students act as 'help-teachers' 28

Dialogue between students and teachers 13

Practical examples and exercies 12

Students'participation in the planning
of the tmaining 10

(The questions were open-ended and have been answered by 62%

and 52% respectively of the students who filled in the

questionnaire. In the tables the categories mentioned by at
least 10 students have been included.)

It is principally in branch subjects the students consider
work experience of value; subjects concerning working life are

also mentioned. Students' worm experience has mostly been of

use in working contexts where they exchange experience with

one another or apply their knowledge. These general findings
are confirmed by the students' replies.

In conclusion we can say that YTH is am education whose start-

ing point has been that its students should have relevant work
experience but where advanced theoretical background knowledge
is not required. Attempts have been made to adapt educational

content and design to these conditions and the large number of

students who have passed the course of study suggests that

these attemy,s have been successful. Eligibility and selection
rules have led to a very heterogeneous student body with res-
pect to age, background knowledge and study eoveriance. However,
the group is relatevely homogeneous in its wo k experience.

The students' varied background knowledge and experience have

demanded much planning and special considerations regarding

the educational process, material and teachers. The students

themselves consider it is primarily in branch-oriented subjects
and in study work where experience is exhanged or appliPd that

work experience in tapped.
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To conclude we would like underline the differences between.
this type of work experience in higher education and findings
related above from the 25/8-scheme. Evidently preconditions
for using work experience as a substitute for formal academic

entrance requirement differ substantially. These problems will
be developed further in the following section.
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5. THE EFFECTS OF WORK EXPERIENCE ON THE ELUCATIONAL

PROCESS - SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 A General Framework

The aim of this part of the paper is to analyze the question

of the interchangeability of work experience and theoretical

background knowledge from more purely theoretical points of

departuze, namely:

A The changeable adult learner

The analysis must start from the idea of the changeable

adult learner. Two things are meant by this. First, it

is obvious that the notion adult learner embraces an

enormous variation in and multiplicity of student back-

grounds. Second, we assume that the individual has a

potential for development; this means that the question

of interchangeability must be seen as a process.

B Experience as a basis for higher studies and

critical thinking

Moreover the substitution problem presupposes an examina-

tion of the concept of experience. What type of learning

takes place through experience? How is it related to

the acquis Lion of knowledge'in formal schooling and the

concept of critical thinking?

C Organizational frames and the function of work

experience

Furthermore the question of substitution must be related

to organizational frames, pedagogical methods and cur-

ricular content. The educational function of work ex-

perience in an Open Access system seems to differ in many

respects compared with educational systems where work

experience gives qualifications additional to the formal

entrance requiremerts.
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D Kinds of interchangeability

Theoretically we can imagine tne following possibilities

concerning interchangeability, viz.

a) strict interchangeability of background knowledge

and work experience, the adult learner has equivalent

knowledge and skills compared -:ith traditional stu-

dents, i.e. work experience is a prognosis factor of
the same capacity as marks from upper secondary school-

ing. This situation only holds for courses and study

programmes without special entrance requirements.

b) relative interchangeability of background knowledge
and work experience. Work experience together with

informal study traditions has conferred general apti-

tude for academic studs on the adult learner. Short-

comings in certain areas of background knowledge can

be off-set by special entrance requirements, increased

motivation and maturity and by special study support-
ing measures in the instructional process.

c) no interchangeability of formal background knowledge

and work experience. Increased study motivation and

special supportive measures cannot compensate for in-

sufficient background knowledge.

E Degree of interchangeability and the educational

adaptation

If strict interchangeability applies, the new student

groups ought to be able to manage their studies on the

same conditions as traditional students. If the inter-

changeability is relative or non-existent the individual

and the institution are forced into a process of adjust-

ment in which adult students with insufficient study

skill run the risk of being both neglected and rejected.

F The exclusion of the adult student

The risk of such an exclusion is p,ticularly large in

a system characterized by traditional academic values
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and outlooks concerning curricular content, working
methods and examinations.

G The need for organizational renewal

In order to avoid such a development basic values and
outlooks in higher education must be changed. It is not
sufficient to implement changes on the surface level such
as refreshing subject content and modernizing traditional
insf-uction ' forms. Such measures might disfavour the
learners w.,chout formal schooling to the advantage of
the traditional student groups. This is especially true
if the didactic changes are made in isolation from the

specific learning context of a certain educational struc-
ture. In order to avoid such a development it is necessary
to give priority to selective measures aiming at positive

discriminati-)n to the benefit of adult students. Faculty
development his to be related to external supporting mea-
surs, i.e. social and financial support to individual
students.

H Contradictory traditions of knowledge in higher
education

However, the adaptation of universities and colleges to
a broader and more heterogeneous student clientele is not
simply a question of study organization and educational
frames. Another important factor is the traditions of
knowledge and scientific paradigms existing in different
subjects and disciplines. Teachers and researchers who
in their everyday work are bearers of scientific outlooks
ar, nowadays more often confronted by students who to a
great extert have acquired knowledge on informal routes
to higher education. One important research task is to
illuminati how this encounter takes place in different
institutional settirgs. Fundamentally we must ask ourselves

whether it is essentially a question of two incompatible

traditions of knowledge, the information assimilation
model and the experiential model, or whether a third stand-

point, a mixed form of knowledge tradition could be li-
veloped.
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5.2 The Changeable Adult Learner

Today we lack pedagogic points of departure for research on
adult students in higher education. Up to now questions con-

cerning the composition of student groups and the adult lear
er's social situation and perceived study problems have been
at the focus of research. A considerable proportion of the#e
observations are based on follow-ups of concrete study pro-
grammes or courses. The difficulty of developing an overall
research strategy originates not-only 4.n the shortage of re-
sources but also - and just as much - in the very complex
nature of the problem. There is a strikingly large variety of
background and experience in what we call the new student
groups. Allen has given a Livid description of the vast number
of lifelong learners knocking on the open door:

Standing as a counselor at the open door of such an in-
stitution, I am exposed to the full range of human ex-
perience; for our undergraduates include:

not only high school dropouts, but valedictorians.
not only common laborers, but presidents of multimillion

dollar corporations.
not only housewives, but the past-pres-dent of the local

chapter of NOW.
not only part-time, but full-time students.
not only those haring difficulty with English, but authors

of scholarly books and articles.
not only those merely hoping 'o pass their present course,

but these aspiring to doctorates in medicine and
other areas.

not only teenagers, but grandparents and retirees.
not only draft resistors, but veterans.
not only hippies, bit hard hats.
not only the handicappee, but professional athletes.
not only high school students, but college faculty and

high school, elementary school, and nursery
school teachers.

not only children of poverty, but children of our elite.
not only the newly wed, but the newly divorced.
not only state police officers, but ex-con,,ts and re-

formed drug addicts.
not only a chief administrator of the local state hospital

but recent patient there.
not only employees of virtu.11y every major area business

and industry, but the unemployed and welfare
recipients.

... and this is just a beginning ...

Allmon (1973) pp 2-3 93
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The considerable spread in the students' social background and
learning experiences makes it increasingly difficult to define
the typical non-traditional or adult student. The question is
whether drawing a clear distinction between traditional stu-
dents and adult students is even productive. To take an example
from close at 'and, the positio.i in Sweden now is that almost
two thirds of all newly enrolled students are over 25 years
old. Consequently the problem is perhaps no longer adapting
the curricular content and teaching methods to the demands of
more or less typical adult students. Rather it is an educational
adaptation of a much wider scope in order to suit an increas-
ingly heterogeneous student group. We are facing the traditional
educational dilemma of trying to satisfy simultaneously the
needs of seteral different groups. The spread in the composi-
tion of the student groups also means that a rich spectrum of
work experience or of life experience in general is brought
to the class. The nay this experience is recognized has direct

consequences for the teaching and learning process.

Are there any characteristics of adult learners apart from
their wide spread of background and experience? One feature
which often recurs in descriptions of adult learners is that
they often have pragmatic or job-related study motives. They
study either to increase their on-the-job competence or to be-
come better equipped for new tasks. Their study mo Ives seem
to be pragmatic and related to concrete life problems. "Adult
learning is motivated primarily by the desire to solve imme-
diate and practical problems. They are interested not so much

in storing knowledge for use at some future time a.", in applying
knowledge to life goals that seem important to them" (Cross,
1978, p 5). Having said this, it must, of course, also be
stressed that there are a numbe-1- of other study motives for
adult students.

Another typical feature of adult students is that they often

combine study and work. Many of them are permanently trying
to rope with e conflict between the student role and other
life roles. According to Medsker et al (1975), "this obviously

means that they were pursuing an educational program on top
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of heavy employment obligations" (ibid, p 45). In the Medsker
study on extended university programmes the authors conclude
on the barriers to learning,"All in all, the greatest barriers
for Would-Be Learners, aside from cost, seem to relate to the
factor of time. Not enough time, full-time attendance, job re-
sponsibilities, and home responsibilities all seem to be ways
for respondents to indicate that their present situation does
not leave enough free time for learning" (ibid, p 48).

However, the problem of the severely strained time budget ap-
plies not only to would-be learners but just as much to adult
learners who have entered higher education. Shortage of time
when linked to deficient study methods need not necessarily
lead to major problems or drop-outs in every instance; a suf-
ficient indication tha- the system is malfunctioning is that
the student is constantly obliged to learn the most 'useful'
bit of knowledge without having any opportunity for a deeper
examination of a certain issue, a critical analysis or the ex-
change of experience with others. R,fzrence can be made to

Hopper a Osborne's(1975) analysis of ritualized and innova-
tive study styles. They assume that adult students can usually
be divided into two subgroups; adults pursuing a ritualized
learning style and adults who have an innovative learning style.
The groups differ in relation to their conceptions and expec-
tations of the study situation. The ritualized learning style
is form dependent, or should we say, field dependent. The

"good study habits" become more important than academic learn-
ing and critical thinking.

and when such "good study habits" take precedence over
studying, such behaviour constitutes a ritual. Another
aspect of student ritualism is an overly developed sense
of gratitude towards the staff and the system for being
selected to fill a scarce place. This involves a tendency
to accept as true and helpful whatever the lecturers say,
no matter how mediocre or unsubstantiated. It leads to
an attempt to please, to regurgitate conventional wisdom,
and to value "memory" at the expense of thought.

Hopper s Osborn (1975), p 128
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The individual student's conception of his role as a learner

is a result of a lifelong process of socialization in the

world of education. It seems likely that on-the-job learning

or informal study traditions develop other learning attitudes

than formal schooling. The impressionistic images of the adult

students are contradictory. On the one hand,the adult student

is described as huml - and submissively adjusted to the agenda

of a certain instructional context. On the other hand, he o-

she is labelled as being an active ticipant in the educa-

tional process with the competence to influence, decide and

take responsibility.

Another way of classifying the students is based on different

ways of viewing study skill. To a great extent traditional

educational psychological research has seen aptitude as a pre-

dictor of study results and study progress. Another approach

is to see aptitude as a cognitive process. According to Glaser

(1977) much of the previous research has focused on the no-

tion of aptitude as psychometric prediction and as fixed char-

acteristics. ,ow interest focuses more on the process and dif-

ferent forms of educational adaptation which can change and

develop a particul,-.1 aptitude, not least from cognitive points

of departure. We see the emphasis on the cognitive process and

the capacity for cognitive changes as an important point of de-

parture for our analysis.

5.3 Experience as a basis for higher studies and

critical thinking

In the countries which have made work experience an admission

qualification for higher education the concept of experience

has often been regarded as something positive in the broad

sense. We also believe that an increased emphasis on work ex-

perience can lead to a renewal of higher education from within.

At the same time it is obvious that all experiences cannot be

useable building blocks in tnc individual's own learning pro-

cess. Dewey writes thought-provokingly on this in his book

Experience and Education:
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The belief that all genuine education comes about through
experience does not mean that all experiences are genu-
inely or equally educative. experience and education can-
not be directly equated to each other. For some experi-
ences are mis-educative. Any experience is mis-educative
that has the effect of arresting or distorting the growth
of further experience. An experienc- may be such as to
engender callousness; it may produce lack of sensitivity
and of responsivehess. Then the possibilities of having
richer experience in the future are restricted.

Dewey 1971, pp 25-26

And further down on the same page:

Again, experiences may be so disconnected from one an-
other that, while each is agreeable or even exciting in
itself, they are not linkel cumulatively to one another.
energy is then dissipated and a person becomes scatter-
brained. Each experience may be lively, vivid, and "in-
teresting", and yet their disconnectedness may artificial-
ly generate dispersive, disintegrated, centrifugal habits.
The consequence of formation of such habits is inability
to control future experiences. They are then taken, either
by way of enjoyment or of disc,,ntent and revolt, just as
they come. Under such circumstances, it is idle to talk
of self-control.

How does learning through experience take place? Kolb & Fry

(1975) have sketched out a model of experiential learning or

learning through experience.

THE EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING MODEL

Testing Implications
of Concepts in New
Situations

Concrete Experience

Observations and
Reflections

Formation of Abstract
Concepts and Generalizations

From D.A. Kolb and R. Fry, "Toward an Pppliea
Theory of Experiential Learning," in Gary Co( .,

ed., Theories of Group Processes (London/New ork:
John Wiley & Sons, 1,975).

Figure 5:1. The experiential learning mrael.
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The model takes for granted that learning through experience

is not just a question of piling up loose or disparate im-

pressions. It is just as much a matter of a gradual develop-

ment of new concepts in order to cope better with certain

problems in the individual's life situation. What distinguish-

es learning through experience from academic learning is the

very source of concept development and knowledge. In the lat-

ter case the concepts and knowledge are formed into general

principles, which have been shaped through theoretical reflec-

tion within certain research traditions. In the former case

the knowledge grows out of the individual's direct and con-

crete experiences of social reality. Academic knowledge seems

to have a stronger component of deduction while experience

is characterized by induction.

Coleman (1977) has analyzed the differences between experien-

tial and classroom learning. He makes a distinction between

learning in school (information assimilation) and learning

outside class (experiential learning). The information assi-

milation process is arranged into a series of learning steps,

viz. 1) transmitting a general principle through a symbolic

medium (mainly words and figures in textbooks), 2) "assimilat-

ing and organizing information so that the principle is under-

stood", 3) to give possibilities to "infer a particular ap-

plication frsOrn the general principle" and 4) "moving from the

cognitive and'symbol-processingsphere to the sphere of action".

This is what we caned above the deductive pattern of academic

learning.

Experiential learning takes place in almost the reverse se-

quence. "It does not use a symbolic medium for transmitting in-

formation, and information is in fact generated only through

the sequence of steps themselves. In the first step one carries

out an action in a particular instance and sees the effects of

that action. This is like the classical experimental animal

learning, in which an animal carries out an action and ex-

periences tne consequences, ordinarily termed a reward or a

punishment" (ibid, p 51). Concrete actions and experiences

form a basis for the individual's concept formation and the
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accumulation of knowledge into general principles. The process

of cognitive development is woven into everyday life and

work. The generation of principles is, according to Coleman,

the weakest point in experiential learning. Analogously we

can say that the step from a general principle to a concrete

social reality is the weakest point in an information assimi-

,tion model. Individuals differ in respect to their ability

to develop principles and models from experiences. Obviously,

there is also a striking variation in the learning content

of different occupational roles as far as cognitive develop-

ment is concerned.

Another problem concerns the role of critical thinking in the

traditional academic model (information assimilation) and in

experiential learning. How do we define critical thinking

and reflection in the two approaches? What kind of criteria

do we use? In the academic community each subject has its

own criteria and knowledge traditions. Even if there are dif-

ferences between different subjects it is obvious that the

whole academic community is built on cognitive structure

of different methods, rules and criterla, all regulating in

one way or another what are defined as critical approaches

from time to time. In working life, on the other hand,

practical value seems to be a more important criterion than

critical thinking in the academic sense.

Critical thinking
and reflection

Information
assimilation

Experiential
learning

Figure 5:2. The relations between critical thinking,
information assimilation and experiential
learning.
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A difficult and delicate problem is what kind of relations

we can assume between the different concepts in the figure.

Is experience a sound basis for critical thinking? Or is

too much experience an obstacle to reflection and analysis

from an academic point of view? It goes without saying that

unreflected experience must be a weak point of departure tor

critical thinking, especially if we relate the concept to

research traditions and knowledge ideals within a certain

subject.

Behind these questions are two different outlooks and per-

spectives concerning the content and function of higher educa-

tion. We can also speak of two different traditions of know-

ledge: an academic tradition stressing both critical under-

standing and the mastery of the subject's knowledge content,

and the student's capacity to apply critically the rules, pro-

cedures, and research methodologies existing in a particular

subject. Thus it is a question of socialization into a para-

digm or scientific outlook. The other tradition is founded

in the main on experience-related learning. To a great extent

it's starting point is the thesis that every individual can

learn more and develop his own level of competence. In the

experiential tradition just methods and modes of working seem

to be the central issue both in study circles and in everyday

learning in different forms.

Thus the question of the interchangeability of formal back-

ground knowledge and work xperience is a matter of concept

formation and cognitive development on, principally, an in

ductive and deductive basis. Consequently we must form an

idea of the differenc.:a and similarities between the knowledge

called for in formal entrance requirements and work experience

as well z..s between them and academically oriented knowledge

in Nighlaz- education.
\44..1

One way of comparing the three types of knowledge is to sketch

a simple knowledge pyramid. It goes without saying that the

knowledge structure varies enormously within different subject

areas and academic traditions. Each subject, however, has it's
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formal and conceptual aspects as well as factual and experi-

ence-related conponents. The different levels in the pyramid

represent different degrees of abstraction dnd concretion

in knowledge content. In our. model,work experience, formal

entrance requirements and academic knowledge are described

by circles.

Structure of
subject content

Experience of
work or every-
day life

Prior educational
experiences
(formal entrance
requirements)

Figure 5:3. A comparison of work experience, formal
entrance requirement and subject knowledge.

Experience is in the lower left-hand circle: the stress is on

experiences, facts and concepts. Prior educational experiences

as they are evaluated in the admission system are represented

by the lower right-hand circle with an emphasis on facts, con-

cepts and models. Pcademic knowledge is described by the up-

permost circle and is dominated by theories, models and con-

cepts.,

The figure aims at describing the main characteristics of three
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different types of knowledge. The overlap of the thred cir-

cles is an illustration of our theoretical ideas concerning

interchangeability. If the two lower circles coinci'4e com-

pletely strict interchangeability can be considered to exist.

If they overlap partially the principle of relative inter-

changeability is valp. 0 the circles are separate from one

another there is no interchangeability.

Our main concern is the relation between formal entrance re-

quirements and work experience. Therefore, it ought to be

emphasized that interchangeability in our analysis is to apply

in relation to the requirements formulated in a certain sub-

ject or study procramme. Work experience has not primarily to

replace academic knowledge but should, rather, provide a

general platform for academic studies. So the problem differs

from the American discussion on experiential learning, which

is concerned with measuring the content and quality of the

student's life experience from case to case in order to give

credits for experiential learning or 'uidance on the indivi-

dual's choice of course content and level.

Earlier in this per we defineA study aptitude as,

a) intellectual qualifications,

b) study experience and study methods
anc' techniques,

c) background knowledge in specific
subject areas.

Together these three factors can be said to constitute the

study competence necessary in order to be able to pursue

academic studies. These cognitive aspects cannot, however,

be isolated from social and psychological motives. 0n-the-job

learning develops social competence and often shapes a good

motivational background for academic studies. Consequently

the analysis will be incomplete if we only discuss the inter-

changeability of background knowledge and work experience.

An overall view of learniig demands that the followilg factors
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are taken into account:

1 Sociar competence and motivation

for learning

For the young student prior work experience can be seen

as a way of breaking out of theoretical isolation. Ac-
cording to the Swedish discussion working before going

on to academic studies should also lead to more clarity

of study and vocational choices and better motivation

for learning. For older students occupational experience
and the link with experiences they themselves have had

at work may increase their Interest in and commitment to

their studies. However, the differences in motivational

factors between younger and older students are not abso-
lute.

On-the-job learning is learning in co-operation. Con-

crete problems must be solved and this trains the indi-

vidual's ability to function in a group. Consideration

of colleagues, family and friends also requires the ef-

fective use of time. Really, it goes without saying that

different individuals develop these characteristics in

different ways. In addition, group situations in academic

studies often do not resemble job situations. It is pos-

sible that the adult students' social competence may be

underdeveloped in the sense that they have not learned

to make demands in their studies. Sometimes they develop,

instead, a tendency to submit completely and humbly to

the demands and proposals formulated by their teacher.

2 Knowledge of society and working life

Through informal learning in working life, organizations

and the family the adult student has acquired a knowledge

of society and the realities of family life which con-

stitutes a frame of reference against which the knowledge

content of higher education can be tested. The individual'i

possioilities of examining critically different theories
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and concepts are enhanced by concrete experience from

fields in which the theories can be applied. Informal

learning also contains a not inappreciable measure of

concept formation and of the application of special oc-

cupational codes or languages.

3 Study skill and theoretical background knowledge

Recent research in the field of university teaching in-

dicates considerable difficulties in developing a general

concept of study skill. It does rlt seam to be fruitful

to talk in a general sense about aptitude for academic

studies or about study skill at the higher education

level. The concept of study skill must be related both

to the individual's study style and to the character of

the subject content.

Analogously it LI difficult to develop a general view

of study technique. The individual student's study tech-

nique must be seen in relation to his own expectations

of his studies, i.e. his internalization of his learner

role, to his previous study experience and to subject

contenL.

Of course, the importance of theoretical background know-

ledge varies from subject to subject. In subjects where

the knowledge of certain items, ideas or concepts is a

necessary condition for further studies, e.g. mathematics

or languages,the problem of substitution is more accen-

tuated than in subjects with a broad and general content.

Does learning through experience develop a general aptitude

for academic studies? The question cannot be answered by a

simple yes or no. Obviously, all learning through experience

does not lead to a general competence fcr academic studies.

The answer can be a relative one, i.e. some forms of learning

through experience (experiential learning) develop a general

study aptitude. More generally, it is neither an ideological

nor a theoretical question, but an empirical one. A conclusion
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from this is the American discussion on experiential learn-

ing and the aslessment of experience also has a bearing on

the European models for the utilization of work experience.

5.4 Organizational Frames and the Utilization of Work

Experience - A System Perspective

The possibilities of making use of the students' work experi-

ence are not solely a question of how instruction is planned

and what possibilities the students themselves are given to

influence their studies. The basic conditions are produced

by the goals, orientation and organization of the university

and college system as such.

Earlier in this paper we outlined three models or functions

of work experience in admission to higher elutation, viz.

a) alternative route, b) additional qualification and c) com-

pulsory requirement. These three functions can be related to

different system characteristics such as professional orientation

vs academic orientation, single or short-term courses vs whole

study program! etc. In ou: analysis we prefer to make a dis-

tinction betw& .1 three kinds of educational forms, namely

short-time courses, professionally oriented study programmes

and academically oriented study programmes, which is illustrat-

ed in the following matrix:
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Model II Model III

Alternative Additional
route qualification
Route

Compulsory
repuirement

A Short-time
courses
(Separate
courses,
non-credit
courses etc)

B RrOfassionally
riented study

Lre,

ogrammes
mmunity

colleges, Poly-
technics etc)

C Academically
oriented study
programmes
(Conventional
universities)

Figure 5:4. The function of work experience in different
educational contexts.

As usual a matrix is an oversimplification of reality. Some of

the combinations exist in the wild of higher education, others

are still models or ideals in the heads of policy-makers In

Sweden work experience is both an alternative route and an

additional qualification. The idea of compulsory requirement

is only used within the experiment with study programmes of

advanced vocational technolog,. In other countries it would

be a dramatic change and challenge for the systems of higher

education if work experience was made a compulsory requirement

for study proorammeswith a more traditional academic orienta-

tion.

We take it for granted that the distinction between professional-

ly and Academically oriented study programmes or systems of

higher education is critical where the uae of work experience

is concerned. There are different reP on for this. First,

work experience and practical knowlcige of a certain job can

be integrated'more easily in professionally oriented programmes.
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Second, professional programmes aim at applying concepts 7-nd

models to concrete Job situations. Third, it st.ms likely

that dirk experience can more easily be a substitute for for-

mal entrance requirements in professional programmes than in

programmes stressing academic values.

It is self-evident that the effect of work experience in the

educational process will vary with the type of experience the

students have and the organizational and instructional restric-

ti ns for using the experience in the learning process. The

ortunities of making use of actual experience seem to be

greater in model I A and III than in model Ii. The arguments

for this are as follows. In the Open Access model (Model I)c

a considerable proportion of the students have the same back-

ground in the sense that they have acquired their knowledge

in an informal study tradition: both by learning at work and

through courses of different kinds. On the other hand, this
experience may have been acquired in a number of different

fields. The possibilities of making Us9 of work experience

are enhanced because the course of study is airectly designed

to meet the needs of this group.

The problems ar considerably greater in Model II A (and of

course, II 8+C) where the study programmes are designed not

only in relation to students with mainly work experience but

also - and primarily - for students who meet the requirements

of theoretical background knowledge. As many adult students

both haw the formal entrance requirements and prior academic

studies,the difficulties for students who mainly have work

experience may increase. Some general observations from dif-

ferent :quarters seem to indicate that students w'th work ex-

perience have difficulties in certain professional study pro-

grammes, e.g. medicine, in Sweden. However, more detailed

studies are not yet available.

5

It also seems reasonablt- that the possibilities of making use

of work experience in the educational process are enhanced in

instances when the spread of background experience is not ex-
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cessively wide. In the light of this, the possibilities of

using professional experience of relevance in Model _II A13

seem good. Results from the experiment with study programmes

of advanced vocational technology (YTH) in Sweden seem to

support this line of argument, even if the :Intrasectot varia-

tion of a certain kind of professional experience can be marked.

Pedagogically this can be explained on the basis of assump-

tions bout homogeneous and heterogeneous groups. It goes al-

most without saying that groups which are excessively hetero-

geneous with respect to experience of different kinds, theo-

retical background knowledge and study skill create problems

in the learning, situation. Irrespective of-whether it is de-

livered in traditional academic teaching or by means of prob-

lem-oriented project work, the curricular content carnot meet

the needs of a l groups simultaneously. The teacher or super-

visor is ofte unable to maintain an effective interaction

with all the participants. The greater the differences in the

student' backgrounds and study experience, the more difficult

it becomes to adapt tuition to several groups at the same

time.

In the.interaction between teacher4Ind students one group -

the steering group Is favoured at the expense of the other

students. In Models I A4.13 and III A0 there seems to be a're-

latively good chance that adult students can become the steer-

ing group. In the mixed model, however, it is more likely that

a sub-group of traditional students will constitute the steer-

ing group. In Models I and III an external homogen,zation of

the students has taken place: in Model T because they have

applied to a particular type of course, in Model III because

selection has crystallized"out students with a particular occu-

pational background. In the case of no e-Lernal homogeniza-

tion it seems reasonable to suppose that an internal homogeni-

zation oi:a differertiation of courses and levels will develop

informally within the educational process. Studenti with dif-

ferent patterns of work experiences, theoretical background

knowledge and study skill will be stratified in different ways,
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One of the intentiona of this paper is to analyze r- possi-

bilities of making use of the students' work experience la

higher education. It is not particularly daring to hypothesize

ttat the students' experience is not made sufficient use of.

There is a lot that suggests that academic knowledge still

predominates strongly over the students' own experience -

particularly for students on general study programmes. Mother

important control factor which we have not discussed previously

is the design of the examination system. Even if group and

project studies give the opportunity of making use of experi-

ence, it seems as if the examination system only offers very

limited scope for the assessment of experience.

Our assumption that experience is only used to a limited ex-

tent must be qualified by specifications of what we mean by

making use of experience. There is, in sectoral research today,

an orientation which makes a special study of knowledge utili-

zation in planning. Certain writers in this orientation, speak

of a 'utilization crisis'. Perhaps the problem is the same but

the other way round concerning work experience. Maybe we are

faced with an 'experience utilization crisis in academic teach -

inc'. However, the crises develop in this field it is necessary

to specify what we mean by making use of the students' work

experience. This utilization of work experience probably takes

place in different ways and can have both surface and deep ef-

fects. If we divide it into individual, collective and insti-

tutional utilization and separate surface and deep effects we

get the following matrix:
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Surface
level
effects

Deep level
effects

104.

ACTOR LEVEL

Individual Collective Department/
Institution

Observable links
between subject
content and ex-
perience at the
individual level.

Observable spread- Better links bet-
ing of experience ween subject con-
in the teaching tent, instruction,
groups. and the students'

experience. Plan-
ning for educa-
tional adaptation
to heterogeneous
groups.

Profound changes
concerning con-
ceptions, identi-
ty, skill, which
all are difficult
to measure.

Profound changes
in the group e.g.
the influence of
the teaching cli-
mate and subject
content, informal
selection.

Contributions to
the institution's
own development of
knowledge, broaden-
ing of frames of
reference, new con-
tacts/dlternative-
ly confrontation
with traditional
knowledge ideals,
identity conflicts
within the subject/
department.

Figure 5:5. Matrix of different ways of analyzing the
utilization of work experience in instruction.

The matrix hints at the considerable methodological problems

we face when we try to analyze in what way the students' work

experience is or can constitute a resource for higher education.

aaviously it is insufficient to focus solely on measureable

surface effects of the type 'such and such a number of students

say that they have been able to use their work experience in

such and such a number of situations'. The alternative of trying

to describo how the encounter of different knowledge tradi-

tions turns out is methodologically much harder. On whose con-

ditions does the encounter take place? What chance does ex-

perience have against academic knowledge? How are teachers and

institutions on the whole influenced by this situation?
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5.5 The Adaptation to New Learners - Structural

and Didactic Aspects

The question of how the content and organization of an educa-

tion are to be adapted to the students' varied qualifications

is hardly a new problem in the educational arena. In his book

'Adaptive Education: Individual Diversity and Learning' Glaser

(1977) writes thought-provokingly:

The fundamental educational task is to design settings
for education that are flexible and adaptive enough to
handle these differences which derive from an individual's
cultural milieu and his or her own uniqueness among other
human beings. An educational environment that is not
capable of adjusting to these differences inhibits the
development of individual potential, becomes elitist and
selective, is heavily biased toward the mainstream cul-
ture, and perpetuates inequality. When awareness of this
fact has risen to a conscious level, educational research
and suggested reform have focused on attaining the ideal
of education adaptive to individual learners. Attempts
to achieve this ideal have been made in one way or another
and for better or for worse.

Glaser (1977) pp 1-2

The book is mainly about adaptational processes at comprehen-

sive school level, but in principle it is of significance even

for higher education. One of his purposes in the book is to

replace selective strategies with adaptational o,,es where

study organization, working methods and content are developed

so taat it is possible at one and the same time to meet the

needs and wishes of different groups with different needs and

qualifications. "In principle, there seems to be no reason

why educational environments cannot be designed to accommodate

to variations in the background, tale.ts, and other require-

ments of learners." (Ibid p17 ) Glaser presents and discusses

five different models for such an adaptation:

1, Model one: Selective with limited alternatives

2. Model two: Development of initial competence

3. Model three: Accommodation to different styles of
learning

4. Model four: Development of initial competence and

accommodation to different styles of

learning
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5. Model five: Llternate attainment possibilities

To present the different models in detail would be to go too

far in this context. In the first model severe selection is

applied at admission. All those who do not meet the basic re-

quirements are shut out. In the second model there is the op-

portunity for those who lack the necessary initial competence

to supplement their competence. There is, however, only one

standard design of the educational programme. Model III, on

the other hand, is a manifestatiln of an adaptational educa-

tional strategy in that it contains several parallel learning

opportunities for students different qualifications and

study skill. Model IV is a combination of II and III and con-

tains both individual study-supportive measurr.s and educational

adaptation of the study programmes. In the fifth model, which

is the most adaptive, there are, in addition. different pos-

sibilities of achieving results within the same study programme.

Glaser's analysis can very well be applied to tte Swedish high-

er education reform, which is an attempt to go from a selec-

tive strategy to an adaptational one. It can also be used to

examine in more detail how the higher education system has

tried to develop methods for meeting new student groups.

The international discussion on ways of meeting the needs of

new learners has been focused to a great extent on differert

educational structures. Should the needs of non--raditional

students be satisfied within traditional structures or exist-

ing institutions? Or should we develop new educational struc-

tures to meet the needs of the new student cliente.e? Today

we are facing a great variety of different educational struc-

tures in the post-compulsory area. The Swedish idea of a uni-

fied system of higher education is a rather unusual solution

to these problems. Another more common organizational pattern

is to develop binrry systems or special structur-es of courses

for certain groups, e.g. non-traditional students, disadvan-

taged students, etc.

Experience from Sweden and elsewhere indicate that new groups

of students are mainl-. recruited through courses of study whose
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goals, content and educational design are directly adapted

to them i.e. through what we called external homogenization.

Thus there is a triangular relation between content, form

and the qualifications of the target group. The analysis could

be illustrated with examples from different courses of study

but we confine ourse'v3s to the following figure:

System

boundaries

PROVISION
OF COU.4SEB

FORM OF
DISTRIBUTION

QUALIFICATIONS
OF THE TARGET
GROUP

Figure 5:6. The structural triangle.

This simple model - the structural. triangle - aims mainly it

indicating certain fundamental factors in an explanation of

the recruitment of new groups of students. The Swedish experi-

ence includes both a number of single courses with vocational-

ly oriente., content (e.g. heal_h service administration, ad-

ministrative techniques, industrial law and environmental

problems)and the experiment with study programmes of advances

vocational technology (YTH). Broadly these correspond to two

types of education, models I and III in the description of

different ways of recognizing work experience in higher educa-

tion given previously. It appears that the attempts to recruit

new groups have been most successful in zones of transitioh

to other education systems. This is true of some of the voca-

tionally oriented courses named above but it is also true of

courses bordering on the activities of the adult education

organizations and on the Trade Unions' in-service training.
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The structural triangle has its counterpart in the dtdectic

triangle viz. the interaction between subject content, working

methods and study skill. When we say that content and working

methods must be adapted to the adult student's needs and quali-

fications we are moving in just this triangle. The pedagogical-

ly interesting question arises when we can register study dif-

ficulties for new students in their encounter with relatively

traditional academic content.

Boundaries of

study programme

or course

Figure 5:7. The d.ndactic triangle.

How should an imbalance between, on the one hand, subject con-

tent and working methods and, en the other, the individual's

study skill be solved? In principle there are three different

solutions here, viz. organizational, didactic and individual.

We have already dealt with several different types of organi-

zational solutions in this paper. For instance altered selec-

tion rules or changes tne adMission system. We have also

mentioned complementary studis and preparatory courses. Other

solutions are found in the discussion of the organizational

triangle, i.e. the adaptation of educational pi6vision and dis-

tribution form to the qualifications of the target group.

We must illustrate more clearly how the organizational frames
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can be altered to improve the student's study situation. The

most important int.rvention is not in the educational process

but in the external conditions for the individual's studies,

viz. the social setting and financial conditions. Insufficient

financial aid for studies obliges many students to combine

part-time studies with work. AdmittPdly this system can have

many advantages - continuous feedback tetween work and studies,

for instance - but at he same time it often leads to a heavily

strained time budget with study stress and few opportunities
'for deeper study outwith the prescribed area of knowledge.

Another important aspect of educational adaptation is the analy-
sis of the teacher's own experience outwith the education
system.

Theory

Examples

Figure 5:8. The interplay of theory, examples, and experience.

In the instruction the teacher is the bearer of theories and

examples-to illustrate the theores. The teacher's task is

not simply to explain the contert and logical coherence of

the theoiy. Preferably he shoule. also demonstrate the theory's

application in practice. He can, however, choose more or less

fictitious examples to illustrate his thesis. The more isolated

the teacher himself is from professional life and socie$y in

general, the greater is the risk that the examples will be fic-
titious or special. If he meets, in this situation, a group

of students who perceive themselves as the bearers of more
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relevant examples a confrontation arises. From the students'

pool of personal experience a new, more fruitful example can

be produced; this, in turn, gives rise to a more dynamic rela-

tion between theory and practice.

Group-oriented methods in the studies are a necessary but not

a aufficient condition for being able to make ise of experi-

ence. Nor can the goal be to make use of experience as such;

rather it should be to create sit'lations where the links bet-

ween experience and subject knowledge are most constructive.

Here we are confronting a difficult criteria and balance prob-

lem where the development of a learning environment which can

promote such an interplay is concerned. The demands on the

teacher's or supervisor's sensitivity to such links between

experience and subject knowledge create completely different

didactic problems from those created in a situation where only

the transmission of subject knowledge comes into focus. An

analysis of the possibilities of making use of work experience

on different courses of study should not, therefore, be car-
.

ried out without regard to how the frequency of teaching con-

tact has developed on these study programmes.

Another decisive factor is the outlooks and values which direct

the educatimal design of a specific study programme. To whom

or to what groups has the tuition actually been adapted? For

traditional student groups who have completed upper secondary

school? For new students with a rich store of experience but

sometimes with insufficient study-experience? Or for colleagues

in the department or for the subject as a whole? It is just

as important to know what we mean when WE say that our peda-

gogics must be altered to meet the needs of the new groups

of students. Do we mean a change of teaching forms from lec-

tures and tutorials, to group studies and project work? Or do

we have a decisive change in academic knowledge content in

mind? There is of course a critical policy issue here: if the

adaptation to new learners should start from a certain academic

standard (i.e. the notion of "high culture"), or if the changes

imply a new conception of knowledge content in higher educa-

tion. Do we mean the same sort of knowledge in new clothes or
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do we also have a change in subject content in view? There

is, here, a great variety of unanswered questions concerning

changes in higher education to meet the needs of new groups.

In the handbook 'Developing the college curriculum' Bergquist

(1977) discusses eight different curriculum models, viz:

1) Heritage-based programmes

These programmes focus mainly on the students' social

and cultural background. They can be compared with the

Swedish attempts to study the collective's history

according to the 'Dig where you are' method.

2) Thematic-based programmes

The thematic-based programmes start important

social problems rather than the division of knowledge

into disciplines at the universities.

3) Competency-based programmes

The starting point here is certain competence levels

specified in advance which the student is to achieve

in the subject of the programme.

4) Career-based programmes

The purpose of these programmes is to prepare or quali-

fy students for a particular professional career or

post on tne labour market.

5) Experience-based programmes

These programmes build on experiential principles;

they start from the students' life and work experience.

An important distinction here is between experience- -

based learning and experience-related learning. In the

first case learning builds on the students' experience;
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in the second case their experience is used to illus-

trate the problems elucidated in theories and models.

6) Student-based programmes

In student-based programmes the students themselves

have considerable influence on the knowledge content,

working methods, and examination modes. Problem- and

project-oriented instruction is an example of student-

based teaching even if the method as such can take

different forms.

7) Values-based programmes

The purpose of this form is to giv. the students the

capacity to elucidate values and issues in questions

of a social, political, and religious character.

8) Future-based programmes

In this form, finally, the task is to produce knowledge

which can be used both to understand and to shape the

future in broad social issues as well as in concrete

questions concerning the individual's problems and

life.

Obviously work and life experience have different roles in the

various programmes. The experience-based and student-based

programmes build to a great extent:On the students' own indivi-

&Al experience. If we want to broaden the perspective the

heritage-based programmes also acquire great importance, since

they focus primarily on transmitting the collective an tra-

dition of.knowledge. To qudte the above-mentioned zeport it

is to a great extent a question of 'how general or specific

the curriculum should be (ibid p 83) and 'to what extent

the curriculum should be prescriptive or elective with reference

to the role played by the students' (ibid p 84). The question

concerns not only how the students'4.experience can be related

to the subject content but also in what ways. study programmes
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can consciously be planned to make use of the students' work

and life experience.

Ho" can educational design be altered so that the demands bet-

ter meet the needs and interests of nab/ groups? Theoretically

we can think of varying working methods from understructured

methods to overstructured rethods. In the first type of method

tne student is given a great deal of scope for activity either
in the form of active participation in group studies or pro-
ject work or in the form of supplementary self-study. In the

second type of method the different stages in the learning

process are clearly laid out and arranged in steps so that

earlier parts must be completed before the student can proceed
to the next stage.

GROUP WORK

SELFDIRECTED

TRADITIONAL
LECTURES AND
EXAMINATIONS

INDIVIDUAL-
IZED LEARNING

PROJECT WORK THE KELLER PLAN

PLANNED PRO-
JECT WORK

MASTERY
LEARNING

UNDERSTRUCTURED
METHODS

SEMI-STRUCTURED OVERSTRUCTURED
METHODS METHODS

F lure 5:9. An overview of different teaching methods.

It goes without saying that in overstructured methods there is

very limited scope for making use of work experience. For this

to take pta7e the student must have the opportunity of parti-

cipating In the design of his study task. Excessively rigid

educational design may create obstacles to the exchange of ex-

perience in the teaching process. In the light of this it is

interest nq to study Cross' (1976) pedagogical prescription
for new student groups.

"The research to date indicates that a promising approach
to working with New-Students would be to design clear,
strongly structured learning tasks that can be pursued
jointly by several students or by groups of students work-
ing together toward Common learning goals. The clear de-
lineation of the task plus the social support of other
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people seems to be a potentially powerful combination
of forces for field dependents."

Cross 1976, p 131

Thus the modernization of the pedagogics of higher education

which is sometimes advocated by the supporters of problems

and project oriented work can create difficulties for the

new student groups with insufficient study lethods. Such an

open learning method has engaging characteristics: opportuni-

ties to influence the disposition of one's studies, adjustment

to study skills and the exchange of work or life experience.

Obviously it is also a method with considerable risks if at-

tention is not paid to the students' level of background know-

ledge, experience and study methods.

Y'rl many instances inadequate organizational or didactic solu-

tions result in the student himself redressing the imbalance

in his study situation. A solution near at hand would be to

increase the time for study work. In fact, many adult students

devote more time to their studies than younger students on

the same course. However, this solution is inadequate from

at least two different points of view. First, the available

extra time f,r studies is restricted for adult students. Second,

it might Ok so that there is a limited degree of interchange-

ability between learning from teaching and self-study for adult

students with limited experience of formal schooling. These

Students cannot corpensate unsatisfactory inside classroom

learning with increasing hours of outside class learning or

self-study. In concrete terms this means that the individual

student must pay for an unsatisfactory development concerning

both didactics and organization. In some instances this leads

to drop - 'outs, in other the student may be gradually socialized

into a failing role with a high risk of dropping-out.,

5.6 Individual and Institutional Responses to Imbalance

Obviously, this phenomenon implies a change in the selection

process and also in the type of selective determinants. The

0 selection at entry through the admission system has turned into
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a selection in process or a selection by failure (Cerych,

1978). The internalization of the new self-selective role is
both a challenge and a risk for adult learners embarking on a
study project in higher education.

A characteristic of the Swedish higher education system in a
contrast to some parts of higher education in the US or the

Open'University in England is relatively weak steering and

controlling mechanisms concerning the individual's study and

subject choice. The admission system gives the student rela-i'

tively large freedom of choice within the limits of general
and special entrance requirements. Information and guidance

are resources put at the disposal of students interested in

them but they are not particularly closely integrate' with

tuition and studies. Diagnostic guidance and tests of back-
ground knowledge are only used to a limited extent. Nor are

there many study supon-L-:e measures for disadvantaged groups.

Generally speaking, the same courses are attended by all stu-
dents admitted to a certain subject. Thus there are no special

courses for adults. The two -edged resUlt of this is that the

responsibility for success or failure in the learning process
is left in the hands of the adult. student.

0

The transfer of the selection process from organizational and

pedagogical factors to the student himself has, of course,

the advantage that everyone who is interested has the chance
to see if he succeeds with academic studies. But a disadvantage

can be that many people enter higher education without really

having the necessary qualifications. This can lead to diffi-

culties, tailure and drop-outs. Yet another risk in making the

individual himself responsible for selection is the increas-
A

ing difficulties of seeing what factors really direct the elimi-

nation of students in the educational process. The system can

develop what Clark (1960) has called 'a cooling-out function

in.higher education', i.e. students are not rejected in open

competition with other students, but instead meet hidden and

informal forces.

The stress on work experience in the educational process is
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only one of many new claims on the systems of*higher educa-

tion. It is still ati open question in what _respects and under

what conditions such an adaptation develops. Further studies

on the relation between curricular content, working Methods

and study skill are necessary. Irsufficient organizational

or pedagogical measures will put heavy stress on-the

dual adult learner. The different patterns of individual ad-

justment to imbalance must be clarified. Such a clarification

must also be related to the objectives and funCtions of higher

education. It is naive to presume that an o en door policy

implies an educational responsibility for al individuals in

society. Imbalance at individual or inftituti rTl must
function as a policy stimulus at all levels of the system.

An immediate conclusion of the analysis of the exclusion of

new students would be a call for more structured teaching

methods in the form of less independer_ and more individual-

ized learning. Such a policy conclusion would, however, be too

superficial a way of looking at the problems. Instead of

labelling some non-traditional students as disadvantaged stu

dents it is necessary to see them both as risk-students and

resource-students. The educational design must not only give

the right treatment of their roles as risk-studerts, but also

create learning conditions that facilitate their roles as re-

source-students. The consequence of this is more structured

teaching methods in some parts of the course, and more open

learning in other parts. The crucial policy issue here is to

what extent different institutions of higher education can

cope with both sides of non-traditional students. Obviously,

excessively heterogenous systems will have enormous problems

with this educational' challenge.

From a theoretical point of view it is possible to sketch out

some different methods of coping with imbalance at the indi-

vidual level.
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A. Withdrawal from 'learning I: leaving the stage

To many new learners the meeting with the universities

could be quite a shocking event. Such an experience of

'mbalance often leads to drop-outs. A number of adult

students in Sweden who showed interest in a special

course never appear in the classroom. To a large extent

such a withdrawal, however, seems to be a rational so-

lution from the individual's point of view.

B. Withdrawal from learning II: routinized learning

projects

Another method of withdrawal from learning is to adapt'

. rigidly to the educational routines proposed by the

teacher. Such an one-sided adjustment to the social

construction of the teaching process means that the

adult student does not take the opportunities to use

his-WOrk experience in the educational process. He is

not expected to be the resource person often invented

in policy proposals or higher6ucation rhetorics.

C. Development of effective learning I: individual work

The individual study activity is a central part of the

learning process. Nececsery conditions are that the

imbalance is eliminated and that the curricular content

is related to the learner's experience and background.

An important condition for the individual's study acti-

vity is the clarification of study motives and learning

style, e.g. through the technique Of cognitive mapping.

D. Development of effective learning III group work

A necessary condition for a mutual exchange of experi-

4,ncf is that the studies are organized through group

40'K, e.g. project metheJs. The projects must, however,

be related to the heterogenity of student background,

cognitive styles and study experience.
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E. Claims for system changes I: individual solutions

Another way of coping with experiences of imbalance is

to stress the need for change in the conditions for

learning, e.g. counselling or study advisory services.

The adult student can also ask for support concerning

study methods, ways of analyzing the curricular con-

tent, study planning etc.

F. Claims for system changes II: collective solutions

Individual actions will be more successful if they are

supported by other students.-Sometimes adult students ,

organize themselves within a certain,course in order

to stress the need for institutional adjustment to

their needs and interests.

The individual styles of adaptation cannot be discussed in iso-

lation from the institutional styles. On the contrary, the

insti*utional frames determine to a large extent the free space

for individual adjustment. In this perspective it is necessary

to relate the system of higher education to other educational

institutions in society. Our focus on system relations is pri-

marily motivated by an interest to see how changes in admis-

sion requirements influence these relations. To be more con -

crete: to what extent do changes in requirements such as increasing

value for work experience influence the students choices of

s..udy programmes and their consciousness of the need for btudy

preparation and planning. If the changes in admission require-

ments ti.e. the up-grading of work experience) are made with-

out sufficient knowledge about possible effects on recruitment

and enrolment,it is likely that the degree of uncertainty and

imbalance in the system will increase.

5.7 Selection, Adaptation, and the Values of Higher

Education

Let us, finally, link this discussion to Glaser's five models

of selective or adrptive strategies in education. The problems
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in the Swedish higher education reform are first, *.hat we do

not hava a clear picture of whether work experience guarantees

the initial competence and, secondthat we do not know how

adaptive the higher education system is in order to be able

to function in relation to different groups' qualifications,

experience, and needs. Nor do we know whether the moderators

between different routes to higher education and the deMands

of higher education function well. The problems are illustrated

by figure 5.10 below.

Access channels Moderators Higher Education

MUNICIPAL
ADULT ADMISSION

EDUCATION RULES

UPPER SECONDARY ADMISSION
EDUCATION TESTS

DIAGNOSIS
STUDY PROGRAMMES
IN HIGHER1---
EDUCATION

OTHER, INFOPMAL PREPARATORY
ROUTES COURSES

INFORMATION
AND
COUNSELING

Figure 5:10. Adaptive mechanism in the connection between
higher education and different recruitment
channels.

To a great ext..1. the question of selective and adaptational

strategies depends on the fundamental goals and values in the

university and college system. How different adaptational al-

ternatives are designed will depend on how ttc notion of high

culture is perceived. Another decisive question in our analysis
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is how to measure the initial competence level. Swedish high-

er education has a system for central admission in which school

grades, work experience and the higher education aoitude

test are weighed together administratively. In some North-

Americanetforts_to give credits for life experience attempts

are being made to dejelop different techniques of illuminating

the student's qualifications profile in greater detail. Despite

extensive educational research our knowledge about the role of

school grades as a predictor of study results is insufficient.

It goes without saying that our knowledge about work experi-

ence as a prognosis factor is even more limited.

One of the main ideas in our paper is that there is no strict

interchangeability between theoretical background knowledg,

and work experience. As a policy consequence Open D--r reforms

must be -planned in relation to the realistic conditions -A

successful study projects for different kind of learners. It

is necessary to pay snecial attention to different kinds of

system moderators (e.g. preparatory courses, tests, training

programmes etc) in order to avoid student impressions that

studies in higher education are undemanding and easy.

The individual styles of adaptation must be related to the in-

stitutional styles. From the institution's point of view there

ere a number of different ways of coping With this problem.

These different patterns of adaptation ca. be labelled organi-

zational and didactic homogenization. The measures taken can be

more or less active. The planning p.lblem as it could be ex-

perienced in the planning process, can therefore be described

in the following matrix:

4
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ACTIVE

DEGREE

CV

INTERVENTION

PASSIVE

STRATEGY OF ADAPTATION

ORGANIZATIONAL DIDACTIC

Defining objec- Internal differ-
tives, target entiation e.g.
groups, admis-
sion tests etc,
selective
measures

division of groups,
supportive'mea-
sures

Developing Mixed forms of in-
general study structton, hidden
programmes for
an undefined

strati cation,
steering-group

clientele, un-
selective
measures

behavior

121.

Figure 5:11. Strategies of adaptation (homogenization) and
degrees of intervention.

The strategies used to cope with these problems differ films

system to system. Values and traditions within the systems

define the limits for using certain kinds of strategies. Of

special importance in this case are the conditions for develop-
_

ing different strategies of homogenization within an integratk

system of higher education, e.g. the Swedish system of higher

education.

As a general conclusion on the educational function of work

experience it is necessary to stress not only the educational

structures and organizational frames, but also the critical

role of the knowledge traditions and paradigms in different

subjects. Many of these ideals are Internalized in the minds

of the participants in the academic society. An adaptation of

the systems of higher education to new learners is to a great

extent a question of adapting the university teachers to the

needs, problems and study settings of a more heterogeneous

student population. Obviously, the adaptation of an individual

university teacher involves not only his general working con-

ditions (e.g. evening of curricular cr Lent,



forms of examinations etc), but also - and just as much - his

professional identity as far as academic ideals, research in-

terest! and basic institutional values and norms are Concerned.
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6 SUMMARY

During the seventies repeated recommendations have emanated

from different international bodies - UNESCO, for instance -

that eligibility and selection rules for higher education

must be chosen so as to give adult students real possibili-

ties of gaining admission to various' programmes of higher

education. A practicable route which has been pointed out

is that work experience could be taken into consideration

in the rules for admission to higher studies. However,we

must begin by noting th..t this has only taken place on an

appreciable scale in very few countries.

Reasons offered for paying increased attention to work

experience are that this would give economic, redistr'.butive

and pedagogical gains. In recent years a new factor - the

demographic argument - has come up in the debate. To cover
the shortfall of traditional students the universities are

expected to try to recruit new categories of students; these

must be drawn mainly from groups already in working life.

When we view the motives - as they are presented in official

documents - we should be aware of the fact that overall goals

of educational policy, as they are formulated by Parliament

and the Government, are expressions of a political will.

Characteristically these goals are vagife and often contra-

dietary. mhus when the idea is implemented at thc administra-

tive and productive levels it is often discovered that the

real implications are not sufficiently clarified and that

the necessary preconditions are not always fulfilled. :.. a

result of the vagueness of the concept there might be a

tendency at lower levels to give old procedures new names

so that they keep better time to the new tune. Another

general phenomenon is that, at the level of general policy,

there is a view that every conceivable shortcoming in the

system can be solved with the aid of one and the same measure.

A good example of this is the principle of re,:urrent educa-
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Lion which has come to be regarded as a universal remedy for

a succession of the problems the education system is wrest-

ling with, no matter whether they concern:enemployed 16-19

year olds, undergraduate education or poitgraduate train-

ing. The same can be said to be true of the role of. work

experience - a vague concept - in higher education.

Definitions and interpretations vary not only in different

countries but also in pne and the same courary.In the present

report we have chosen to distinguish between relevant profcssio-
r)

nal experience, work experience in general and life experience.

The measures taken within the education system depend, of

course, on the kind of experience sought.

What has been learned up to now in Sweden - one of the few

countries which has introduced work experience as a qualifi-

cation-for academic studies comparable to school grades in

a formalized and uniform admissions system - points to the

difficulties in fulfilling the intentions of the educatlipnal

policy. Among' the results have been a considerable rise in

the average age of admission to selective study programmes

and a dramatic increase in the number of part time students;

students who often have limited study goals. Thus higher edu-

cation has acquired increasing importance as a source of

further education and training. As always, however, it is

the privileged and, most often, well- lucated who make use

of the new opportunities. Even if we are cautious about

drawing fanceaching conclusions from the short period the

new rules have functioned evaluations point to the difficulties

in achieving both equalization between generations and within a

generation.

One of the difficult issues concerning the substitution of

work experience for upper secondary school education has to

do With the aspect of quality. This applies particularly to

countries like e.g. Sweden where admisaien and selection

have traditionally taken place on the basis of upper secondary
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school grades and where a negative attitude has been adopted

to tests as a selection criterion. If the idea of testing

an individual's real competence by means of some form of

assessment is rejected it is necessary to decide what jobi

could constitute a substitute. For practical reasons there

seem to be only two possibilities. Either eligibility is

limited to some carefully defined occupations or all forms of

work experience are recognized. This means that the selection

process is shifted from admission to the educational situa-

tion, a change which must, of course, affect the instruc-

tional process.

Naturally, both the desired and the undesired consequences

oz according work experience increased significance must be

considered against the background of the goals of higher

education as a whole. Ultimately it is a question of what

role higher education should play in society. Shall higher

education continue to incorporate educational programmes

-traditionally not given at colleges and universities and

award credit for items that could be learned outside college

walls? Or shall it aim more at traditional academic studies

at a level not possible to pursue outside the walls of higher

education?

One of Martin Trow's theses is that reforms within higher

education seldom lead to one form (elite, mass, universal

system) replacing another but that different forms will

exist side by side in one and the same education system

(Trow, 1974). However, ar important task for future research

is the study of whether and, if so, how the new opportunities

for adults to pursue higher studies influence the educa-

tional and occupational choices of the young. Moreover we

can assume that rules of the kind developed in Sweden,

where adults are favoured, are going to evoke new conflicts.

It is no longer only a struggle between different social

groups; now the young and old are being set against one
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another in a :omPletely new way. In a future where the

economic res,-Jurces available for higher education are more

likely to decreae than increase policy-makers will be

confronted with difficult questions concerning the alloca-

tion of priorities. Accordingly a system of recurrent edu-

cation with its increased emphasis on work experience cannot

develop in some form of 'harmony mcael' tflt must inevitably

lead to increased tensions.

When we scrutinize the role of work experience in the educa-

tional process, we must also try to grasp the essence of the

concept of work experience. Obviously, it is a very general

concept which is mainly trying to label an informal learning

activity thtough direct and living contacts with social

reality. Attention must be given to the educational consequen-

ces of a certain specification of the notion of work experi-

ence. Will the possibilitie:- of using experience in the

learning process increase if we specify the ki-rd, level and

content` of work experience? Or will the educational benefits

increase if we, as is done in Sweden, present a wide defini-

tion of work experience?

The specification problem must also be related to available

assessment procedures. Interesting problems are raised in

the American discussion on credits for life experience. The

credentialism movement has led not only to the development

of tests, assessment procedures and evaluation criteria,

but also to new institutions with the purpose of evaluating

prior educational experience or experiential learning. Other

systems of higher education lack traditions of tests and

assessment procedures. This results in difficulties in speci-

fying experience from a functional point of view.

Inevitably the function of work experience is closely

connected with the learning contexts of different educa-

tional structures. Institutions which are mainly oriented
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towards traditional groups do not have the same possibili-

ties of using experience as institutions with an educa-

tional design oriented towards new students.

Policy-makers in higher education often call for measures to

develop educational Structures or a provision of courses

which can meet the needs of non-traditional students.

Affirmative actions and outreach activities are seldom

related to universities' or colleges' possibilities of coping

with the problems and needs raised by new students. In the

politics of higher education the adult student is often

labelled a resource student. Fran an educational point of

view he is as much a risk-student with latent motivation

to withdraw if study problems become too difficult. It has

been stressed that the new student needs a structured learn-

ing situation, where he can carry out his studies in colla-

boration with other students. An overstructured learning

situation will, however, put heavy restrictions on the

possibilities of exchanging experience effectively. Here

we are facing the balance between open learning and structured

learning conditions.

An immediate conclusion could be a call for more dep^rldent

and individualized teaching methods for non-traditic

students with insufficient study methods and backgrou.-1

knowledge. Such a policy conclusion would, however, be a

consequence of an exessively superficial analysis of the

problems. Instead of labelling some non-traditional students

as disadvantaged students it is necessary to develop a

human image, where the learner is a resource-student in

certain areas (e.g. knowledge related to a certain profession,

environmental cone!.tions, negotiating procedures etc.) and a

risk-studen' in other areas (e.g. languages, study skill,

mathematics etc.).
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The didactic methods used must give the non-traditional

student not only necessary treatment in his role as a risk

student, but also experience of functioning as a resource-

student as well. The critical policy issue raised from this

analysis is what kinds of educational structures and learning

contexts will cope effecti-ely with both sides of the )earn-

ing roles of new learners, In the light of our own experiences

and analysis it seems likely that excessively heterogenous

and undifferentiated systems of higher education will fail

to cope with this challenging task.
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